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Summary: 
The general elections held in Angola on 24 August 2022 were generally anticipated as 
the most competitive in the country’s post-war era. That expectation held true, although 
the official results by a historically thin margin permitted the incumbent President and 
his Party to remain in power. This Report attempts to assess the election process up 
against common international standards of ‘free and fair’ elections, cases of alleged 
election rigging, and a discission of whether the elections took Angola in a more 
democratic direction. Prior scepticism about the incumbent party’s willingness under 
any circumstances to concede defeat and give up power was clearly confirmed. Although 
we have found serious flaws in the way the process was conducted, and therefore also 
have doubts about the correctness of the election result and the legitimacy of the re-
elected President, the study has provided an important opportunity to assess critical 
aspects of the Angolan political system.   
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1. Introduction: Angola elections 
 
Angola held its fifth election, in fact the fourth since the end of the civil war, on 24 
August 2022.   
 
The first multi-party elections in Angola, with separate votes for President and National 
Assembly, were held in 1992, following the signing of the Bicesse Accord in an attempt 
to end the civil war. The intention was to hold elections every five years, but in reality, it 
took 16 years, six years after the definite peace in 2002, to return to regular election 
cycles. The 2008 elections were only for members of the Legislature, not President.  In 
2012 – based on the 2010 Constitution – double simultaneous vote was introduced 
through which the President was indirectly elected: the top candidate of the party 
receiving most votes to the National Assembly would be the country’s next President, 
and the number two candidate on the same list would be the Vice President. Since the 
second round of the 1992 elections were never held, this was in fact the first time a 
president had been elected through legally concluded competitive popular elections in 
Angola. Since 2012, the originally intended five-year election cycle has been followed.   
 
General elections in Angola are, formally speaking, elections to fill 220 seats in the 
unicameral National Assembly, composed of 130 seats elected by proportional national 
representation and 90 seats elected by provincial representation: five for each province. 
In reality, the most important outcome of the elections is to decide who is to become the 
country’s next president and vice president. Angola has no parliamentary system in 
which the head of government emerges from parliament.  
 
This Report, assessing the 2022 election process in Angola, is primarily meant for a 
broadest possible public discussion domestically and among people interested in the 
political situation of the country. It is structured as follows:  
 
We start by asking the main questions we intend to examine, with reference to the 
methods applied for this examination (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 is an effort to position the 
2022 elections within a framework of African and previous Angolan elections. We pass 
on to describe and discuss the characteristics of the Angolan electoral system (Chapter 
4). The role and space of the opposition, and the constitution of an opposition front for 
the 2022 elections, is the subject for Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we are assessing the 
process of nominating candidates for the elections, comparing the two major parties / 
alliances. Chapter 7 discusses the critical question whether the voters had a real choice, 
by highlighting main elements of the opposition’s election programme as compared to 
that of the incumbent. The various critical stages of the election process are examined in 
Chapter 8 – with frequent comparisons between the 2017 and the 2022 process – 
ending up with a presentation of the official results. In Chapter 9, we show the 
contentious character of the results: how they were challenged by the opposition, by 
electoral observers, and how they ended with post-electoral conflict including a legal 
dispute. In the concluding chapter (Chapter 10), we return to address the three main 
questions we raise in this report, and also try to look ahead: what impact may these 
elections be expected to have on the country’s political system?  
 
In Annex 1 and 2 you find two checklists used as methodological references: one for the 
assessment of “free and fair” elections; another for potential election rigging methods.   
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2. The purpose and approach of the study 
 
The objective of this study is to assess the democratic quality of the 2022 general election 
process in Angola, with three specific questions in mind:  
 

1) Can these elections be characterised as generally “free and fair”? 
2) Did election rigging occur; and if yes, which where the most serious cases? 
3) As a bottom-line, may we conclude that the elections took Angola in a more 

democratic or a more authoritarian direction?   
 
"Free and fair” elections? There are a set of internationally recognized criteria for the 
assessment of elections as “free and fair”, drawn from a number of international treaties 
ratified by Angola1. We will in this study apply the checklist elaborated by Elklit & 
Svensson (1997)2 (ref. Annex 1 to this Report). We have concluded that the elections 
were neither “free” nor “fair”, with most and deepest objections regarding “the fairness” 
aspect, i.e. the lack of a level playing field between incumbent and opposition. There is 
an overriding concern behind this assessment: a generally expressed doubt – as in any 
‘electoral autocracy’ (ref. Troco 2019) – whether the incumbent party under any 
circumstances would have accepted to lose the elections and give up power, and that it 
consequently would find the necessary measures to avoid this outcome.   
 
Election rigging? In order to identify possible election rigging techniques and practices, 
we use Cheeseman and Klaas (2018) as our standard. They developed a checklist which 
is reproduced in Annex 2. In the Report, we will document a significant number of topics 
and cases of election rigging occurring during the 2022 elections. There was a 
widespread suspicion, which could never be documented, that the election results were 
tempered with.   
 
Towards democracy? This is a much more complex question to address, depending on a 
broader understanding of the democratic vs. non-democratic characteristics of the 
Angolan political system. By ‘democratic standards’, we again refer to basic international 
treaties, and specifically to the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and 
Governance3 (the latter actually ratified by Angola only one year before the 2022 
elections).  
 
For our purpose, we will refer to three key questions posed by Booth & Seligson (1989), 
to assess the contribution of elections to broader democratic participation:  
 

• Range of participation (participation beyond the limited act of casting the vote);  

• Breadth of participation (the ratio of the citizenry participating in political 
activity); and  

• Depth of political participation (whether the voters have a real choice between 
significantly different political programmes).  

 

 
1 For an overview of treaties ratified by Angola: 
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx 
2 https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/the-rise-of-election-monitoring/ 
3 https://au.int/en/treaties/african-charter-democracy-elections-and-governance 

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx
https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/the-rise-of-election-monitoring/
https://au.int/en/treaties/african-charter-democracy-elections-and-governance
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Through this report, we hope to contribute to a discussion of whether the 2022 elections 
may signal a step away from the category where Angola has been included on V-Dem 
Institute’s Democracy Report; namely as an ‘electoral autocracy’ (see under 3.2), or its 
previous characterization as dominated by a neo-patrimonial political culture (ref. 
Roque, 2021), toward more democratic and transparent electoral governance. 
 
During the five-year period since last elections in 2017, there was a certain expectation 
in the population and international community that the 2022 elections might take the 
country a significant step towards the credibility and consolidation of democracy in the 
country. Unfortunately, as we will demonstrate in the following, the 2022 electoral 
process rather reinforced doubts and a wave of scepticism about this. When considering 
the electoral process as a whole, one is inclined to doubt whether true democratic 
standards – the litmus test of which being preparedness to give up power – were in fact 
a genuine goal for the incumbent government. We may also state that the international 
community did not make a serious effort to hold the Angolan government accountable 
for adherence to these standards. 
 
The 2022 elections were seen as a vital test of force between the incumbent party 
(MPLA) and the opposition – the latter apparently stronger and more united than before 
through the major opposition party UNITA’s inclusion of a broader front: the Patriotic 
United Front (FPU). The presidential race was between two clearly defined and well-
known candidates: the incumbent João Lourenço (MPLA) versus Adalberto Costa Júnior 
(UNITA/FPU). The focus of the study has been on these two main contenders. This 
choice was clearly justified by the fact that they received a total of 95% of the valid 
votes. Opinion polls – although most of them are not very reliable predicators of 
electoral results in Angola – also indicated that the 2022 election process would become 
the most contested in post-conflict era Angola.4  
 

It should be emphasised that this is an empirical study, without any ambition to carry 
out a rigid test of any particular theory.  
 

3. Democratic standards of African and Angolan elections  
 

3.1 The African democracy context 
 
After the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989), there was a global optimism that democratic 
government was on the offensive worldwide. This is what Huntington (1991) termed 
‘the third wave of democracy’. He actually used Portugal's "Carnation Revolution" in 
1974 as a point of departure, claiming that some 60 countries had undergone some form 
of democratic transition during the latest 15 years. Rakner and Svåsand (2002) found 
that multi-party democracy had been introduced in as much as 42 Sub-Sahara nations in 
the early 1990s.  
 
Very soon, however, more pessimism came to dominate the academic discussion. Van 
Walraven (2000) said that it was hardly meaningful to talk about democratic 

 
4 The most methodologically reliable poll was carried out by Ovilongwa-Afrobarometer, in February and 
March of 2022, and turned out to be give a quite accurate prediction of the outcome. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnation_Revolution
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consolidation in Africa as part of the third wave. Diamond (1996) held that the ‘third 
wave’ in Africa necessarily was “bound to be gradual, messy, fitful and slow, with many 
imperfections along the way.” Young (1999) observed that the ‘wave’ encountered more 
hostile economic and political environment in Africa than in any other region.  
 
Diamond (op.cit) coined the term ‘the fallacy of electoralism’, where some of Africa’s 
most notorious autocrats showed their ability to pretend being democrats without 
reforming their repressive regimes. Incumbent leaders had found ways to win elections 
without opening for real political liberties and participation. Most African political 
systems tended to be dominated by one political party and to provide wide prerogatives 
to the incumbent president whenever elections took place.  
International IDEA regularly publishes its Global State of Democracy Report (GSoD).  
The regional findings for Africa5 reflect a very optimistic trend from 1985 onwards, 
when only three countries were qualified as democracies compared to 42 authoritarian 
regimes. The number of democracies increased fivefold, reaching an apex in 2015, when 
the number of democracies had reached 22.  This situation is contrasted by very 
negative shifts over the past few years. As stated in the 2021 Report (about Africa, p. 1 
Introduction):  “for the first time in almost a decade, the number of countries designated 
by the (GSoD) Indices as authoritarian now outweighs those deemed to be democratic” 
(38% vs. 26% with reference to Figure 1 in their report). 
 

Elections have become the norm rather than the exception throughout Africa, although 
the democratic quality of elections vary significantly. Only four countries (Eritrea, Libya, 
Somalia, and South Sudan) hold no form of elections. The conduct of elections remains 
flawed in a number of African countries. Transitions from incumbent to opposition 
parties have actually occurred in several countries – Angola not being among them so 
far.  
 
This is of course particularly relevant for incumbent parties and presidents winning new 
elections. It may however also sometimes be seen when they lose, and an opposition 
party takes over: 
 
«When the opposition wins an election it will try to exploit the state in the same way as 
the previous incumbent party” (Randall and Svåsand 2002, p. 44, with reference to 
Zambia under Chiluba). 
 
Two questions asked by many in Angola before the 2022 elections were: what real 
democratic ambitions does UNITA have in case it wins elections?  Will a potential UNITA 
government in practice be able and willing to improve governance standards?  We have 
attempted to provide some answers to the first of these questions by going quite 
extensively into an assessment of UNITA’s election programme (ref. Booth and 
Seligson’s question about depth of participation). The second question may not be 
answered empirically, given the outcome of these elections. 
 

 
5 https://www.idea.int/democracytracker/sites/default/files/2022-11/state-of-democracy-in-africa-and-the-
middle-east-2021.pdf  

https://www.idea.int/democracytracker/sites/default/files/2022-11/state-of-democracy-in-africa-and-the-middle-east-2021.pdf
https://www.idea.int/democracytracker/sites/default/files/2022-11/state-of-democracy-in-africa-and-the-middle-east-2021.pdf
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3.2 Angola’s democratic standard within an African context 

Angola was long seen to have been lagging behind in the “third wave of democratization” 
compared to several other Southern African countries in the 1990s, moving “from one-
party to multi-party era” (International Idea 2007). The reason for Angola’s lateness is 
to a large extent explained by the fact that the civil war took so long to conclude, 
postponing the move to peaceful independence.  

Amundsen (2011) is looking at Angolan party politics (after the 2008 elections) “from 
the perspective of general political developments in Africa”, rather than as a 
consequence of the long Angolan war (which he claims had been the common approach 
previously). He then finds Angola to be “quite similar to most Sub-Saharan African 
countries, where the ruling party gains ground; the opposition is marginalized; and 
elections are controlled and held basically to render legitimacy to the incumbent 
regime”. Multipartyism was introduced in Angola through the 1992 elections, containing 
transition to formal multi-party democracy under UN supervision. Coinciding with the 
Third Wave, this commitment gradually lost relevance as the 1992 presidential elections 
were interrupted and Angola slipped back to another decade of war.6 16 years passed 
after that before new elections were held, in 2008. The post-war electoral regime in 
Angola falls into the most numerous political regime category defined by the V-Dem 
Institute’s Democracy Report (2022) worldwide,7 namely ‘electoral autocracies’, the 
other categories being ‘liberal democracies’ (34 countries, only Botswana in Africa), 
‘electoral democracies’ (55 countries, of them 15 in Africa), and the fourth category 
‘closed autocracies’. (Their table 1, pp. 45-47).  
 
Going through International IDEA’s democracy indicators (GSoD 2019), Angola reaches 
the “democracy” category only on one indicator: “inclusive suffrage”. Other relatively 
high scores for Angola are on freedom of movement, elected government, media 
integrity. The lowest scores are on social indicators like basic welfare, social group 
equality, social rights and equality, and above all on local democracy and direct 
democracy (close to zero score). 
 
This situation analysis is quite similar to the one given by V-Dem (Table 2, pp. 46-47). 
Angola is situated overall as number 126 (out of a total of 179 countries) on the country 
ranking regarding ‘liberal democracy index’. Angola’s score is relatively highest on 
indexes for electoral democracy and what is termed ‘liberal component’; much lower 
(bottom 10% of all countries) regarding ‘egalitarian component’ and ‘participatory 
component’8.  

 
6 The controversial circumstances around the 1992 elections, based on the Bicesse Agreement, is discussed in 
Roque (2021), pp. 51-61) 
7 https://v-dem.net/media/publications/dr_2022.pdf 

8 V-Dem’s ‘participatory principle of democracy’ emphasizes active participation by citizens in all political 
processes, electoral and non-electoral. This principle prefers direct rule by citizens as practicable. The V-Dem 
Participatory Component Index (PCI) takes into account four important aspects of citizen participation: civil 
society organizations, mechanisms of direct democracy, and participation and representation through local and 
regional governments (V-Dem 2022, p.54) 
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In this regard, it is claimed in the International Idea study that the weakness of political 
parties in the Southern African region is “attributable to the politics of patronage, which 
is more effectively dispensed to the public or targeted clients by ruling parties, and in 
turn to the weakening and fragmentation of opposition parties, which often lack 
effective strategies for presenting viable alternative policy frameworks.“ 

 

4. Angola’s electoral system  
 

4.1 The principle of proportionality 

The electoral system in place in a country is normally inherited from colonialism as part 
of the institutional arrangements left behind by colonial administrations, with 
increasing inefficiencies and inadequacies, in terms of accountability, representation 
and political stability. It should be noted that Angola like other former Portuguese 
colonies have a proportional electoral system, unlike former British and French 
colonies; but like e.g. South Africa and Namibia.  

The 2010 Angolan Constitution adopted the so-called Electoral System of Proportional 
Representation for the election of deputies to the National Assembly, for a term of 5 
years (art.º 143º, nº 2). For this purpose, there are 19 constituencies, one national also 
termed ‘compensation cycle’, where 130 deputies are elected. Additionally, there are 
eighteen provincial constituencies with equal representation: 5 deputies being elected 
for each province (art. 1 and 2, items a and b). 
 
In the process of converting the votes obtained by each political party or coalition of 
political parties to mandates, the calculation method is different for the national and the 
provincial constituencies. For the national constituency, the modified Hare method is 
applied, while the d’Hondt method is applied in the provincial constituencies (article 27, 
numbers 1 to 4). 
 
The national constituency offers a compensation opportunity, ensuring greater 
representation possibilities for parties that fail to elect deputies in provincial 
constituencies. For example, in 2022, the FNLA, the PRS and the PHA were unable to 
elect deputies in the 18 provincial constituencies, but still obtained 2 deputies each, as a 
result of converting the votes received from provincial constituencies into a national 
mandate. 
 
The system does not provide proportionality, however, as it treats all provinces equally 
(5 deputies from each). In mechanical terms, constituencies with few voters, 
corresponding to the 11 least populous provinces, have historically had the possibility of 
favouring small parties with a particular regional appeal, since few votes are needed to 
achieve representation. In 2022, all other parties other than MPLA and UNITA/FPU 
received so few votes that they obtained very little representation even in provincial of 
historic strong presence. As clearly demonstrated in all post-war elections, the electoral 
formula in Angola in effect is favouring the hegemonic party. Consequently, the system 
has a non-negligible influence on the dominance of the MPLA in the Angolan party 
system. 
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The main argument for non-proportional representation is normally that it improves the 
democratic access of remote districts, ethnic minorities etc. In Angola, this argument 
loses weight because regional representation is almost never followed up in political 
terms, by promoting specific regional or other group interests in the national political 
arena.  
 
This being said, the main challenge with the Angolan political system is not the choice of 
a more or less proportional system. It is rather a question of how representation in the 
legislature, being the direct purpose of elections, fails to be reflected in the distribution 
of policy-making power, as long as the Executive continues to exercise unlimited power, 
without conceding any real influence to the opposition.   
 
 

4.2 Recent constitutional modifications in Angola – on relations between Executive 
and Legislative branches of government 
 
The constitutional relationship between the Executive and the Legislative branch of 
government (and even the relationship to the judicial branch) is key to understand the 
role between incumbent and opposition parties. Amundsen (2021) has analysed how 
this relationship has been at the core of political controversy in both post-war 
constitutional revisions in Angola (2010 and 2021).  
 
Amundsen quotes Rui Verde’s (2020) claim that the outcome of the amendments to the 
2010 Constitution was the establishment of what he termed ‘the imperial presidency’, 
effectively blocking any real counter-power to MPLA’s dominance. 9This was so in spite 
of positively stated intentions in the Preamble to the 2010 Constitution, about “the 
separation and balance between the powers of bodies that exercise sovereign power”. 
The President’s exclusive powers according to the 2010 Constitution include the 
appointment of lead judges to all the highest courts, monopoly to ratify international 
treaties, and not least the ample power to issue “provisional legislative decrees” which 
in effect makes the President a parallel law-making instance.  
 
Soares de Oliveira (2015:93) points out the striking contradictions between formality 
and reality after the 2010 constitutional amendment (and the 2012 elections) in the 
following way: “In the official account, the MPLA, the former single party, simply 
happens to be the political party that won the 1992, 2008 and 2012 legislative elections. 
You will find many prominent people able to say this with a straight face. The 
relationship between the state and the party is in fact so deep, multilevel and enduring 
that no one knows where one ends and the other begins. Angola’s real structure of 
power is only obliquely related to this formal edifice.”  
 
The 2021 constitutional amendment illustrates a similar contradiction between stated 
intentions and practice. With a vaguer wording, the main objective with this revision 
according to the president’s Chief of Staff, was to “improve institutional relations 
between the President of the Republic and the National Assembly by clarifying 

 
9 The Constitutional Court established already in 2013 that neither the President nor his ministers or governors 
are accountable to the National Assembly (Acórdão do Tribunal Constitucional, 319/2013 de 9 de outubro). 
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(emphasized here) the instruments of political control” (quoted by Amundsen, 2021:6). 
In practice, however, the President’s real powers may even have been strengthened. The 
National Assembly is still without power to hold the Executive politically accountable, by 
demanding the resignation of a minister. This is what has been termed the ‘political non-
accountability clause’. Stated intentions of strengthening the separation of powers have 
in practice led to the direct opposite, as concluded by Amundsen.   
 
 

4.3 The role the Electoral Management Body (in Angola: CNE) 

Troco (2019) has studied the impact of electoral governance on democratization with a 
focus on Angola compared to two other Southern African post-conflict (and post-
national liberation movement) states: Mozambique and South Africa. Specifically, the 
focus in this study is on the role of electoral management bodies (EMBs) in accounting 
for the distinctive regime trajectories. The analysis suggests that successful attempts by 
incumbents to redesign EMBs after the founding elections, particularly in Angola, have 
led to the establishment of self-serving institutions of electoral governance. This has, 
according to the study, had a negative impact on the credibility of subsequent electoral 
processes and the nature of the emerging regimes.  

The Angolan EMB established before the 2008 elections (ref. Electoral Law (Law 
06/05)) was named Comissão Nacional Eleitoral (National Electoral Commission, or 
CNE), defined as “an independent, participatory body that shall coordinate the 
execution, conduct and realization of all the activities and operations regarding the 
elections, as well as to oversee the voter registration process” (art.154), with provincial, 
municipal and district commissions and offices.  

Despite being defined as an independent body, the procedure for selecting 
commissioners gave the MPLA direct influence on the appointment of a clear majority of 
the commissioners, on both national and sub-national levels. As pointed out by Troco 
(op.cit:5): “The partisan character of the CNE has turned the commission into a 
miniature replica of the National Assembly in which the ruling party dominates with the 
required majority to approve or block any decision it deems fit for its political agenda. 
This is particularly challenging since the Angolan electoral commission doubles as an 
electoral tribunal (…) As a result, the electoral commission has been at the centre of 
major election- related controversies in the country.” 

Troco concludes as follows (p.6): “The point here is to show that an institutionally weak 
democratic framework enables weak electoral governance with deleterious effects on 
the overall political system (…) the ruling party can use its dominant position to 
entrench a biased election management system based on a principle of parliamentary 
representation. This defies the basic principles of equality and fairness, as, ideally, 
multiparty EMBs should reflect the breadth of political contestants on an equal basis, not 
the electoral strength of the contesting parties.” 

Amundsen (2013) reaches a similar conclusion for the case of Angola, assessing the legal 
and financial lack of independence.  
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Based on the 2010 Constitution, CNE has 16 members. Based on the outcome of the 
2017 elections, according to the majority principle, the composition in 2022 was as 
follows: MPLA 9, UNITA 4, CASA-CE, PRS and FNLA 1 each. That is, the predominant 
party in the National Assembly will also be predominantly represented in the CNE (cf. 
art. 7, nº 1, subparagraph b). 
 
This partisan model follows the logic of the incumbent’s control the EMB, since “their 
loyalty to the party is essential for the success of the strategy of maintaining political 
power” (Gyimah-Boadi, 2021).  
 
The CNE's composition generates suspicion about its mandate. Although consensus is 
said to be the preferable outcome of its deliberations, an absolute majority of the 
members present at the plenary session will if necessary decide (article 16, paragraph 
2). The experience of past electoral acts reveals that decision-making by consensus is 
unlikely to occur, given the partisan nature of the CNE. Furthermore, the presidency of 
the body is reserved for a judicial magistrate, formally chosen on the basis of the 
curriculum and designated by the Superior Council of the Judiciary (cf. article 7, 
paragraph 1, subparagraph a), but in reality selected according to party political 
preferences. 
 
Therefore, decision by majority rule ends up being the norm, favouring the majority 
party. In other words, decisions will as a rule be taken in favour of the ruling party 
(Matsimbe and Domingos 2018). 
 
The partisan composition of the CNE proved to be one of the problems of the 2022 
General Elections, an issue highlighted in several of the election observation reports (see 
later). 
 

5. The creation of the opposition front FPU 
 
The opposition parties improved their standing significantly in the 2017 elections. 
According to the official results, MPLA obtained 61% of the votes and saw its number of 
parliamentary seats reduced from 175 to 150 (of a total of 220). Still, due to the election 
system explained above, with less than two thirds of the votes, MPLA kept its two thirds 
majority in the National Assembly, and thus its full control of any constitutional change. 
UNITA collected 26% of the national votes in 2017, while CASA-CE obtained 9% and 
became the third political force. 
 
Ten months prior to the 2022 elections, UNITA managed to organize a broader 
opposition front in an attempt to maximize the possibility of a political change: the 
United Patriotic Front (FPU).10  It included UNITA, the Democratic Bloc (BD), the political 
project Pra-Já Servir Angola (Pra-Já), plus members of Angolan civil society (academics, 
young civil society activists linked to street and virtual activism, and a few 
businessmen). BD, led by Filomeno Vieira Lopes, had been part of CASA-CE in 2017, 
while Pra-Já is a political project (not recognized as a political party) led by the one who 

 
10 The following data are based on publicly available information in Angolan media, close observation by the 
authors of the Report, plus interviews with a number of the political actors involved in the process. 
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founded CASA-CE in 2012 but left it in 2019, ex-UNITA cadre Abel Epalanga 
Chivukuvuku.  
 

BD is the clearest leftist (or perhaps centre-left) party in Angola led by prominent 
intellectuals, while Pra-Já may rather be characterized as a populist movement 
consisting of politicians with a past militancy in UNITA; some would even say a 
movement built around its leader.   
 
Abel Epalanga Chivukuvuku offers the image of a charismatic and populist leader in 
Angolan politics. His “7 plus 7” political strategy led him to visit Angolan municipalities 
every 7 days, walking around in the main urban and sub-urban centres, liaising directly 
with the electorate and particularly with the youth, listening to their concerns, 
distributing hugs and affection. Chivukuvuku is a fervent public speaker with an almost 
messianic message. Throughout the electoral campaign, he sought to renew faith in 
political action, that has been so tainted by corruption.  
 
The aim of winning the 2022 elections was the basis for the creation of the FPU. For this 
purpose, an unprecedented electoral arrangement for the Angolan context was 
conceived. With different personalities and ways of doing politics, with relatively diverse 
ethnic origins, they were expected to have a great capacity for mobilizing and attracting 
votes from different social strata.  
 
Different from CASA-CE, FPU was established as a simple electoral platform, rather than 
a more ambitious coligação eleitoral, electoral coalition. The latter would have required 
a mandatory registration with the Constitutional Court, which easily could have been 
rejected. The FPU consequently did not present its own list to the elections: non-UNITA 
members were rather added as candidates on UNITA’s list, giving UNITA an obvious 
comparative advantage in the alliance. This model was apparently chosen as a reflection 
of previous decisions by the Constitutional Court to disqualify party coalitions led by 
politicians who had broken with established parties.11   
 

6. Nomination of candidates for the National Assembly 
 
The nomination of candidates is one potential space for ordinary party members to have 
a say on important political decisions. This is not the case in Angola. 
 
 

6.1. Opposition nomination 
 
In UNITA, the incorporation of members from other FPU parties to appear on the UNITA 
list required the suspension of their original affiliations. Furthermore, an internal 
selection process to compose the integrated list would be necessary. According to 

 
11 The refusal to legalize the political project Prá-Já Servir Angola (Judgment No. 654/2020 of December 1, 
2020, of the Constitutional Court); the annulment of the XIII Congress of UNITA (Agreement n.° 700/2021, of 
October 7, 2021, of the Constitutional Court) are just a few examples of the suspicion that hangs over the 
impartiality of the decisions of the Constitutional Court. 
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information we have acquired through informal interviews and close observation of the 
process, the composition of the UNITA/FPU list was based on the following criteria:  
 
An agreement was negotiated between UNITA, Pra-Já and the Democratic Bloc (BD), 
according to which they had quotas of 70%, 20% and 10% respectively. On the 
provincial lists, Pra-Já had three heads of lists (in Cabinda, Cuanza Norte and Namibe). 
The Democratic Bloc only started much later to negotiate and obtained a much less 
favourable position: it was left only with the second candidate from Zaire and Huila, and 
the fourth from Malange and Luanda. 
 
Some leaders of the Democratic Bloc were quite critical to the outcome of the 
negotiations. After its separation from CASA-CE in September 2021, the BD was now left 
with no other alternative than running under UNITA’s name in the 2022 elections. 
According to Angola’s Law on political parties, BD will be obliged to present itself in its 
proper name in the next general elections (2027) in order to avoid being cancelled 
altogether as a political party, whether or not the party runs alone or as part of a 
formally established coligação.12   
 
Regarding Pra-Já, no tensions regarding the composition of the list appeared in public. 
Its leader Chivukuvuku was ranked second on UNITA’s national list, supposedly the be 
considered as the candidate for Vice President. The situation for Pra-Já must be seen as 
advantageous, both in terms of gaining political and parliamentary experience, 
providing greater national visibility, and also a positive financial outcome caused by a 
generous representation in Parliament.  
 
UNITA could of course take advantage of its possession of the list. It found place both for 
historic party militants and young candidates. UNITA had the presidential candidate, 
Adalberto Costa Júnior, and also obtained the third place on the list represented by the 
Party’s Vice-President, Arlete Chimbinda, supposedly the candidate for parliamentary 
speaker. 
 
The election of Adalberto Costa Júnior as President of UNITA and the selection of him as 
the party’s presidential candidate for the general elections was seriously threatened by 
apparent government manipulations. After his election at the UNITA Congress in 2019, 
attempts were made through a questionable legal pretext to annul his candidacy. The 
Constitutional Court issued a court order denying the legitimacy of the Congress as well 
as the candidacy of Costa Juniór, claiming he had not renounced his double nationality – 
Portuguese and Angolan – in time to be a legally eligible candidate. A new Congress had 
to be called in December 2021 to ratify his candidacy.   
 
Once selected as UNITA’s candidate, it may have contributed to eliminate a historic claim 
that the party represented an ethnocentric and racial bias. Thereby, the attraction of 
non-black and higher educated voters may have improved. Number two on the 
UNITA/FPU list, Abel Chivukuvuku, with his speaking eloquence, seemed to have 
particularly and strong influence on young people. 
 

 
12 Under the terms of article 33, no. 4, paragraph b of the Law on Political Parties (Law no. 22/10 of 3 
December). 
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Candidate number three on the UNITA/FPU list, Arlete Leona Chimbinda, was supposed 
to attract the female vote and voters in her region of origin: eastern Angola. Number 
four, Justino Pinto de Andrade, the top candidate of the Democratic Bloc, is a Professor 
with a Doctorate in Economics, thus attracting the vote of the higher-educated citizens. 
BD’s inclusion in the UNITA/FPU list obviously modifies the historically conservative 
image of UNITA. These combined factors may have contributed to making UNITA/FPU 
more attractive to urban, well-educated, young and female voters. 
 
By establishing the FPU as the most prominent opposition alliance, the relevance of the 
smaller parties APN, FNLA, PRS, and the CASA-CE coalition was significantly reduced 
(something that was very clearly confirmed by actual election outcome). Prior to the 
elections, the APN representative stated that his party was not part of the FPU because it 
had not been invited. The PRS representative, in turn, stated that the FPU had no 
legitimacy, revealing scepticism about the FPU's intentions The FNLA did not express its 
position publicly. The President of CASA-CE told that negotiations had taken place, but 
the model of being part of the UNITA list was not seen to be appropriate. Costa Júnior 
claimed for his part that some opposition parties would in reality serve as satellite 
parties of the MPLA.13 
 
The UNITA/FPU alliance made an effort to attract younger candidates to its list, 
considering that 66% of the Angolan population is under 25 years of age, and the reality 
that most of the youth population is excluded from basic citizenship rights. Furthermore, 
civic activity in which young people have been involved had become important for 
electoral mobilization. Critics in pro-government circles, however, would see this as a 
confirmation of their claim that UNITA had been the force behind civic activities, 
particularly street demonstrations. 
 
The UNITA list, however, had a weak spot when it comes to gender balance. Only ten 
among the top fifty names that made up the list for the national constituency are women. 
No women had top position on any of the provincial lists. In this regard, the UNITA lists 
were in clear violation of the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development (2008), to 
which the Angolan State is a signatory. According to Article 12 of this Protocol, there is 
an expectation that, by 2015, at least 50% of decision-making positions in the public and 
private sectors are held by women. 
 
Regarding regional and ethnic representation, the UNITA/FPU candidate list revealed a 
predominance of southern Angola. Looking at the top candidates, Adalberto Costa Júnior 
and Abel Chivukuvuku come from the province of Huambo; Justino Pinto de Andrade is 
originally from the province of Cuanza Sul; while Arlete Leona Chimbinda comes from 
the eastern Moxico province.  
 
 
 

 
13 These statements were made at what was called ‘Congress of the Nation’, an initiative taken by a 
number of academics and civil society activists. All parties were invited for a roundtable discussion among 
candidates. All parties, with the exception of MPLA, participated. MPLA turned down all invitations for 
open election debates, also when the MPLA candidate (incumbent President) was challenged by his 
UNITA/FPU competitor. 
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6.2 MPLA nomination 
 
The MPLA process of nominating candidates for National Assembly deputies in 
provincial constituencies followed an unwritten custom that favours the following 
hierarchy: 1 – First Secretary, 2 – Second Secretary, 3 – Secretary of OMA; 4 – Secretary 
of JMPLA; 5 – Renewal of previous representatives (if not among the previous).  
 
However, as with everything, there are no rules without exceptions. For example, in 
Benguela, this formula was not observed. It was decided to leave two seats for the 
Central Committee to decide, among the 4 deputies of the previous legislature, since 
they no longer had a prominent position in the central party hierarchy. In MPLA 
nominations, the Central Committee always has the last word, approving the proposals 
of candidates from provincial constituencies, through the follow-up group of the political 
bureau in each province. 
 
Unlike UNITA/FPU, MPLA prepared what we may call almost a “zebra list”, in which 
male and female names alternated. The difference is most clearly seen if we compare the 
top candidates: the top five places on the MPLA national list were occupied by three 
women and two men, while the UNITA/FPU list was made up of four men and one 
woman. While the opposition alliance had to pay primary attention to find a good 
balance between the alliance partners, MPLA could concentrate on a better gender 
balance. Consequently, UNITA/FPU apparently prioritized strategic partnerships when 
the lists were composed, to the detriment of the gender balance.  
 

7. A real choice for Angolan voters? 
 
One of the questions to ask when discussing the democratic character of an election 
process, is what we have called depth of participation: whether the voters have a real 
choice between two significantly different political programmes. In other words: does 
the opposition alliance and its presidential candidate have a trustworthy alternative 
programme compared to the incumbent, so that the electorate may expect a triumph for 
the opposition to lead to a significantly different government policy?  
 
Following the rationale of Booth and Seligsen (1989:17), this will be quite decisive in 
order to assess whether it really matters to cast the vote. We will therefore compare the 
political programmes and the campaign proposals of the two main contenders (MPLA vs. 
UNITA/FPU), complemented by some relevant messages delivered through campaign 
speeches, interviews etc., in order to conclude to what extent the two main contenders 
presented significantly different political programmes and visions, and whether we can 
speak about clear ideological or practical-political alternatives, for voters to choose 
between. 
 
For the MPLA, we have based this comparison on Programa de  Governo 2022 – 2027.  
MPLA Paz e Desenvolvimento, presented on 22 July 2022. For UNITA/FPU, the election 
programme for the same period, presented the following day, was titled (like the main 
campaign slogan): A Hora é Agora (“The Time is Now”).  
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Both programmes have quite similar overriding policy aims with a commitment to 
democracy, rule of law, the combat of hunger and poverty and the priority of improving 
health, education, and social security standards. There is a big difference, of course, in 
how these aims are compared to the present situation. Whereas MPLA was highlighting 
success performance in spite of heavy constraints (low oil prices, Covid etc.), 
UNITA/FPU claimed that the MPLA had left the country in “the most complex, wide and 
deep crisis since the 2002 peace”. The present situation of hunger and low standards of 
health and education should never have occurred, according to the opposition, in this 
extraordinarily resource rich country.  
 
In the following, we present the main differences on a number of crucial issues. We tend 
to go into more detail regarding the UNITA/FPA platform, for two reasons. First, their 
proposals are on several topics much more detailed than those of the MPLA. Second, the 
MPLA policies are well known. The most interesting in this study is to compare the 
UNITA/FPU programme to the policies having been implemented in Angola for so many 
years.  
 
It must be emphasized that these electoral platforms may represent more rhetorical 
exercises than realistic intentions to move the country in any particular direction. 
 
 

7.1 State model 
 
The first so-called strategic axis in MPLA’s programme, is “to consolidate peace and the 
democratic rule of law, proceed with reform of state, justice, public administration, 
social communication and freedom of expression and civil society”. Apart from this, very 
little is said about their preferred state model, supposed to imply that the incumbent – 
as said in the previous quote – basically intends to “consolidate” the existing model. 
 
State reform is, on the other side, more than anything where UNITA/FPU intended to 
make a difference. Their ambition, as expressed in the election programme, was to 
establish an alternative to the MPLA “party state”, based on alleged nepotism and 
corruption by a small and unpatriotic elite which “has promoted the looting of public 
coffers”, caused loss of trust in the judiciary, and generated extreme poverty and party 
and class polarization. UNITA/FPU’s goal was “to restart economic growth with more 
social justice and (rebuild) credibility in the (state) institutions”. The aim was to win 
power through “democratic alternation” (alternância democrática) – a key concept 
repeated throughout the campaign – and establish “an inclusive and participatory 
government” (abbreviated GIP).  
 
UNITA was obviously more concerned with the need to establish a true democratic state 
based on rule of law and citizen freedoms, replacing what was characterized as MPLA’s 
personalized state based on the good will of the President of the Republic as the source 
of all legislation. The UNITA/FPU state, in contrast, was supposed to be based on the will 
of the people represented by the National Assembly. Effective division of state powers 
was held up as a basic principle, where the Executive should be obliged to share real 
authority with the legislative and judicial branches of power and a system of effective 
checks and balances, along with the idea of state power in general being limited by 
citizen rights (i.e., the idea of a liberal state). The new model of State management 
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pursued by the main opposition group would be non-partisan and meritocracy-based: 
all competent women and men ready to implement the present ‘Agenda of Alternation’ 
were welcomed to be part of the new government apparatus, independently of their 
party-political affiliation. UNITA/FPU aimed to promote national reconciliation, putting 
an end to what they claim is a crisis of moral values.  
 
To achieve its aims, UNITA/FPU proposed that a national stability pact (also referred to 
as ‘convergence pact’) be negotiated and signed by the various political parties, CSOs, 
and economic and cultural personalities, leading to a deep reform of the Constitution. 
New aims for relations between Government and civil society were somewhat 
ambiguously referred to as “more corporative and representative of different classes, 
groups and population segments”, with “better constitutional mechanisms for 
participatory democracy”, in place of existing consultative bodies like the present State 
Council. 
 
An important overhaul of the electoral system was proposed as a part of the 

constitutional reform. The proposal was to re-introduce a direct election of the 

President. The co-existence of national and sub-national constituencies would be 

maintained, but UNITA/FPU proposed to skip the present system of ‘closed lists’ (listas 
fechadas), where the voter can only vote for one party as a whole, without any 

opportunity to distinguish between national and provincial lists or express preference 

for specific candidates. 

UNITA/FPU also promised to hold local elections in the entire national territory, by 
2024. Political-administrative decentralization would be institutionalized by the 
establishment of elected and self-governed local government bodies – autarquias – and 
to require transparency in the budgetary transfers between central state and local 
authorities. There was also a reference to the introduction of a system of national and 
local referendums. 
 
In its government program, the MPLA did not set a date for the holding of municipal 
elections. What is interesting is that President Lourenço started bringing up this issue in 
his campaign speeches, promising to hold local elections already in 2023, apparently 
feeling obliged to do so once UNITA/FPU had made it an important electoral promise.14 
 
UNITA/FPU also proposed to enhance autonomy for the judiciary, by changing the 
mechanism for selection of judges and end party-political intrusions of the judiciary. 
 
Finally, UNITA proposed that Cabinda will get the status of autonomous region, and that 
Luanda will be converted to an independent administrative and metropolitan region. 
 
 
 
 

 
14 NovoJornal 3.08.22, reporting on Lourenço’s speech in Dundo (Lunda Norte), where he guarantees the 
institutionalization of autarquia elections next year, by passing the only missing law (out of eleven). “It 
may take place in some or in all municipalities – but it will happen next year”, he said. 
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7.2 Welfare state 
 
MPLA presented some very general aims to “reduce social inequalities, eradicate hunger 
and extreme poverty, promote gender equality and solve multidimensional and 
transversal challenges to raising the people’s quality of life”.   
 
UNITA/FPU considered the combat of hunger – or more specifically “endemic hunger 
pockets” – to be the country’s first challenge. According to the opposition, Angola should 
have been the leading African country in terms of alimentary production. UNITA 
intended to abolish hunger by “stimulating the national business fabric” and thereby 
“achieving self-sufficiency in alimentary production for ‘the basic food basket’”, 
providing three daily meals to all Angolans. Minimal subsistence conditions were 
promised to be created for citizens or families at risk of social exclusion or death.  
 
In contrast to the MPLA programme, the UNITA/FPU programme contained quite 

ambitious quantitative goals for increased expenditure on basic social sectors, 

particularly in education and health.15  The UNITA/FPU platform also left the impression 

of  favouring more primary, small-scale, preventive, and community-based services, 

where MPLA was promoting more large-scale infrastructure. 

Both parties considered the creation of employment to be of high importance for voter 
preference at these elections, not least to attract the support of the decisive group of 
young voters. Little concrete was said about this in the election platforms, however.  
 
 

7.3 Infrastructure 
 
MPLA was more specific, and apparently more ambitious, than UNITA on the issue of 
infrastructure development. In fact, President Lourenço repeated in many of his 
elections speeches that this had the highest priority in MPLA’s Government Programme: 
energy, water, roads, bridges, railway, health, education, higher education. All around 
the country when he was speaking during the campaign, he gave specific concrete 
examples of important projects that would be implemented in that very region, in 
obvious vote-getting efforts.  
 
Speaking on 11 June in Moxico, for instance, a province still lacking fundamental 
infrastructure, he promised to build a new road through the province and to improve 
the Benguela railway line with connection to Zambia with potential for mineral 
transport.  
 
On petroleum and gas production, the ambition was to attract more downstream 
investments; train national professionals, introduce a carbon credit scheme that 
stimulates renewable energies (with ambitious solar energy plans), promote gas-based 
fertilizer production. 

 
15 The UNITA spending on each of the sectors education and health is aimed to represent 10% of the state 
budget in 2023 (vs. present level of 6% - ref. OGE 2019), gradually approaching international aims of 20 
and 15%, respectively.  
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In the mineral sector, MPLA proposed a conversion from artisanal to semi-industrial and 
from semi-industrial cooperatives to industrial projects; improved geological search for 
rare metals that are required for the energy transition (lithium, nickel, zinc etc).  
 
In the transport sector, MPLA presented a quite ambitious program for railway 
construction, particularly in the interior, i.e., by reactivating Corredor de Lobito as a 
factor for regional economic integration. UNITA is rather silent on the issue of 
infrastructure projects – only speaking about six highway networks. 
 
Both parties speak about climate crisis and “green economics”, without being very 
specific and without letting climate concerns penetrate policy proposals in general. But 
MPLA is after all somewhat more specific by proposing more growth in the renewable 
energy sector and to reach an 80% share for non-oil tax contribution.  
 
MPLA intended to increase electricity coverage from 42 to 50%; renewable energy 
contribution from 61 to 71 % (from 6 to 8 GW). The aim was to “develop solar, 
hydropower and biofuel projects, bearing in mind the energy transition, climate change 
and growing environmental concerns, with the aim of contributing to the diversification 
of the national energy matrix”. UNITA/FPU was sceptical to megaprojects in the hydro 
sector, rather favouring smaller projects.  
 
 

7.4 Economy and economic diversification 
 
The two main parties presented quite similar economic policies, but with some 
important nuances. Both parties support private sector-driven economic diversification, 
within a quite similar liberal welfare-state model, combatting poverty and defending 
improved distribution and social services. Again, UNITA may point to MPLA’s bad track 
record, leaving rather limited credibility to Lourenço’s claim that the government 
already started a diversification of the economy, depending less and less on the 
petroleum economy.16 
 
In a speech in Luena on 11 June,17 Lourenço laid out his philosophy on the role of the 
state in the economy: It is not the general task of government to run companies, he said. 
The state may be the owner of strategic companies, but the management should be left 
to private companies – varying from national to some of the world’s biggest companies. 
“The State is not a good manager of such large infrastructure projects – privatization will 
lead to better management of service and maintenance”, he stated. He claimed that this 
will be done by rewarding concessions through public bidding.  
 
UNITA/FPU is also in favour of the privatization of public utility companies but claims 
that biddings in Angola systematically lack transparency and end up in the pockets of 
the inner MPLA-friendly circle.   
 

 
16 Interview with RTP, by Journalist Isabel Silva Costa (28.06.22). 
17 Jornal de Angola, 12.06.22 
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On corruption: Lourenço, interestingly, admitted that recuperation of corrupted values 
was still very far from previously expressed objective. He promised that the struggle 
against corruption would continue.18  
 
As an opposition party without access to public coffers, UNITA may logically make 
stronger demands to investigate and combat corruption. The party sees this as a way to 
question the luxury lifestyle of the few (explicitly high MPLA figures) at the cost of the 
general population.  
 
UNITA’s proposed fight against corruption would have several components. The party 

aimed to promote a culture of integrity, while giving real teeth to existing anti-
corruption institutions. Monitoring the wealth level and patrimony of public servants 

would be prioritized, while also guaranteeing adequate remuneration.  

 

7.5 Agriculture-led development of the hinterland 
 
One of the interesting aspects of this election campaign in Angola, was how both the 
leading contenders seemed to have discovered the tremendous potential in the 
revitalization of Angola’s vast but forgotten agricultural resources, and how that might 
become the basis for both development, growth, employment, and food security. Both 
parties seem to agree on the potential to develop agriculture (and also fisheries) as a 
main economic and employment generation sector. Whereas UNITA/FPU speaks about 
support for family farmers to take the step from subsistence to entrepreneurial farming, 
MPLA seems to be more focused on industrial and export-oriented agriculture.  
 
Lourenço layed out some quite grandiose visions for development in Angola’s left-
behind hinterland during the campaign.19 One thing is that diamond and other mineral 
industry (not least rare metals in high demand for the green change) would be further 
developed by bringing in large multinational companies. Perhaps more interesting is it 
that the global energy and particularly alimentary crisis as consequences of the Ukraine 
war were presented by the incumbent President as a window of opportunity for Angola. 
The energy crisis, he rightly appreciated, would be solved by investing more in non-
carbon energy sources.20  
 
But the most serious long-lasting consequence of the Ukraine war, Lourenço argued, 
would be the alimentary crisis. This is where Angola’s unexploited agricultural 
resources come into the picture. This potential exists in the least developed provinces 
such as Huambo, Bié, Malanje, Kwanza Norte, Uige, and perhaps even more in the 
eastern provinces: the Lundas, Moxico and Cuando Cubango. They have the largest areas 
of cultivable land and rainwater resources without dependence on irrigation. “The 
historical error has been not to develop these natural resources,” he bluntly admitted.  
 
 

 
18 RTP interview with J. Lourenço, RTP, by Journalist Isabel Silva Costa (transmitted 28.06.22) 
19 See e.g. his speech in Luena, capital of Moxico, on 11 June, as reported by Jornal de Angola 12.06.22 
20 https://energycapitalpower.com/angola-us-2-billion-for-solar-energy/ 

https://energycapitalpower.com/angola-us-2-billion-for-solar-energy/
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7.6 Peace, defence, and security 
 
The ‘peace vs. chaos’ element continues to be one of MPLA’s main electoral arguments 
against UNITA,  
 
On the issue of public order and internal security – including the performance of the 
police – neither party was questioning alleged police brutality, and there seems to be 
only scant preoccupation with human rights improvements. The two sides expressed 
quite similar concerns for the defence of sovereignty and national security, in a region 
where few security threats are very visible .  
 
President Lourenço used the election campaign to repeatedly accuse militant youth 
activists, frequently in violent clashes with the police, as a source of instability. When the 
Bishop Conference declared a galloping social crisis in Angola, Lourenço’s response was 
quite laconic: “It’s true that Angola is no paradise”, blaming this on external causes. “I 
have no knowledge of youth disillusion or contestation” – “only the mobilization by an 
opposition party of a small group of youths, committing vandalism”.21 On other 
occasions, he was despicably referring to youth groups, and even civil society in general, 
as “lumpen elements”22.  
 
 

7.7 Conclusion: did Angolan voters have a real political choice?  
 
Most voters will probably have seen that UNITA/FPU represents an alternative to what 
it has consistently labelled the MPLA “party state”, with a more democratic, pluralistic, 
and transparent liberal welfare state model based on an effective division of state 
powers, a stronger Parliament and an independent judiciary. This is what their 
alternância proposal is basically about. While MPLA claims that they also intend to 
change the country in a better direction, this message is obviously harder to sell after 
almost 50 years as a monopolistic and later hegemonic party; even harder than in 2017 
when Lourenço after all was a new face. It became evident to many voters that simply 
offloading “the old man” and change him with a new face (i.e. Lourenço substituting dos 
Santos’ almost 40-yearlong presidency), did not convince the voters.  
 
On social issues, like the combat of hunger and the improvement of health and education 
standards, there is not so much difference between the two main parties apart from 
some quantitative promises hardly trickling down to ordinary voters. Then many may 
ask: would UNITA do the same if they get the power?  
 
MPLA is more specific, and apparently more ambitious, than UNITA on the issue of 
infrastructure development – perhaps also more trustworthy as it has the control of the 
entire state apparatus and even seems to have a close relation to the major private 
construction companies.  
 

 
21 Interview with J. Lourenço, RTP, by Journalist Isabel Silva Costa (28.06.22) 
22 In an 18 August election speech in Benguela, Lourenço was quoted as characterizing civil society and 
churches as “lumpens and bandits” when criticizing the MPLA:  https://www.voaportugues.com/a/joão-
lourenço-acusa-um-pol%C3%ADtico-de-servir-forças-externas-e-manifestantes-que-promovem-
desordem-/6707137.html 

https://www.voaportugues.com/a/joão-lourenço-acusa-um-pol%C3%ADtico-de-servir-forças-externas-e-manifestantes-que-promovem-desordem-/6707137.html
https://www.voaportugues.com/a/joão-lourenço-acusa-um-pol%C3%ADtico-de-servir-forças-externas-e-manifestantes-que-promovem-desordem-/6707137.html
https://www.voaportugues.com/a/joão-lourenço-acusa-um-pol%C3%ADtico-de-servir-forças-externas-e-manifestantes-que-promovem-desordem-/6707137.html
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On the issue of taxes – in most countries a very contested election issue – neither party is 
very specific. There seems to be quite a lot of wishful thinking on both sides: increased 
public spending on most good purposes, balancing public accounts, without saying 
anything about expanding the tax basis or raising taxes.  
 
UNITA/FPU offers more concrete proposals for the combat of corruption – one of the 
major evils as perceived by the population. Lourenço may point to important measures 
against some of the most conspicuous corruption – not least in the dos Santos family – in 
the early years of his first term. People have probably noted, however, that corruption is 
back in business in Angola, and that Lourenço seems to be a powerless spectator to that 

– perhaps even an increasingly active beneficiary. 23  
 
Most people with secondary and particularly with higher education seemed, according 
to opinion polls,24 to have sided quite massively with UNITA/FPU. These elections 
showed quite clearly, though, that UNITA/FPU depended more and more on civil society 
to build a serious and winnable alternative, transcending the historic UNITA electorate.    
 
It is difficult to position the two main contenders along a right-left dimension. UNITA 
stands out as more liberal and pluralistic, simultaneously receiving the support of 
independent and anti-authoritarian leftists as expressed in its alliance with FPU and 
independent intellectuals and civil society activists. MPLA continues to get the support 
of middle- and upper-class beneficiaries of the ‘Angolan party-state model’, including 
probably a majority of public servants. This is exactly the model UNITA/FPU wants to 
abolish, while it commits itself to an inclusive and merit-based government which would 
not  – as promised in its election platform – punish those who have served previously in 
the state and para-state institutions. Such promises might have been hard to sell to those 
who feared losing their privileges.  
 
The paradox is that the MPLA, the previous liberation movement that used to be 
supported by progressive forces both domestically and around the world, seems – again 
according to opinion polls – to be losing out among intellectuals, well-educated, youth 
activists and other forces that previously tended to see UNITA as representing the 
interests of imperialism and even apartheid.  It is probably fair to say, though, that many 
of these forces have supported UNITA more as a vehicle for progressive policies, than as 
a political party they fully identify with. 
 
Anyway, judging by election platforms and campaign statements, the conclusion would 
seem to be that Angolans did have a choice when they cast their vote on 24 August. The 
big question, however, is to what extent these electoral messages had any meaning – and 
were perceived as such by the voters – apart from their rhetorical value and vote-getting 
intentions. A particular issue was how the majority of Angola’s overwhelmingly young 

 
23 See e.g. for an interesting discussion: https://www.theafricareport.com/87503/angola-is-lourenco-
using-anti-corruption-fight-to-settle-scores/. Rafael Marques, Angola’a arguably number one corruption 
hunter during the dos Santos era, who signalled considerable optimism early in the Lourenço presidency, 
is here quoted as increasingly sceptical:  “What we’re seeing is a very slow, almost hesitant 
institutionalisation of anti-corruption measures”.  
24 https://www.afrobarometer.org/articles/proportion-of-angolans-who-favour-unita-has-increased-since-
2019-afrobarometer-survey-shows/ 
 

https://www.theafricareport.com/87503/angola-is-lourenco-using-anti-corruption-fight-to-settle-scores/
https://www.theafricareport.com/87503/angola-is-lourenco-using-anti-corruption-fight-to-settle-scores/
https://www.afrobarometer.org/articles/proportion-of-angolans-who-favour-unita-has-increased-since-2019-afrobarometer-survey-shows/
https://www.afrobarometer.org/articles/proportion-of-angolans-who-favour-unita-has-increased-since-2019-afrobarometer-survey-shows/
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and increasingly disillusioned population read that choice: did they believe in the 
relevance of the messages for Angola’s future, and for change of a quite depressive 
status quo? Did they believe that the incumbent party under any circumstance would be 
willing to give up power? Would they then at all care to vote; and in that case for which 
alternative?  
 

8. The elections (2022 vs. 2017) 
 

8.1 The pre-election period in the 2017 and 2022 elections 
 
The pre-election period is comprised of electoral registration, civic-electoral education, 
the registration of party candidacies before the Constitutional Court, the hiring of 
personnel to take care of elections logistics, etc.  
 
Voter registration constituted a point of contention between the MPLA and the other 
parties and party coalitions, in 2022 as well as in 2017. The opposition insisted on the 
need to carry out an audit of the Electoral Registry, which contains the names of electors 
over 18 years of age, since this file failed to exclude deceased citizens. 
 
The spectacular rise in election abstention from 2017 to 2022, from 24 to 55% of 
registered voters, an increase of almost 8 million voters, has been attributed, in part, to 
the fact that the names of deceased voters in the registry had not been purged.  This 
situation gave rise in 2022 to a phenomenon not seen in 2017, with family members 
publishing names of “deceased but still registered voters” on social networks, which 
increased suspicion around the credibility of the elections. 
 
We return to the issue of how this needs to be taken into consideration when comparing 
the voter turnout in 2022 vs. 2017.  
 
Another point of divergence centered on the publication of electoral rolls, which 
according to the Organic Law on General Elections states that this shall take place until 
30 days before election day.25  In the 2017 elections, the voter lists were publicized by 
posting them at the respective polling stations. In 2022, however, the CNE did not post 
the lists at the polling stations but offered an SMS service whereby voters could send a 
message with the number of their ID or Voter Card number and receive an automatic 
reply with information about polling station and where to find their name in the 
electoral roll. The same information could also be found on the CNE website. Opposition 
parties complained, however, that many voters do not have access to the internet or 
cellular telephone. 
 
Another recurrent issue was the emergence of new parties or coalitions of politicians 
before the general elections were held. In 2022, two political parties were legalized on 
the eve of the elections, namely the Humanist Party of Angola (PHA), and the Nationalist 
Party for Justice in Angola (P-JANGO). On the other hand, the political project Pra-Já 
Servir Angola had seen its legalization attempt frustrated.26  

 
25 Law n.˚ 30/21, of 30 November, Law amending Law n.˚ 36/11 of 21 December), in its article 86.˚, n.˚5 
26 Judgment No. 654/2020 of 1 December 2020, of the Constitutional Court 
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The creation of new parties so closely up to elections can be interpreted as a strategy of 
dispersion of opposition votes, with some party flags having similar colours to that of 
UNITA, and in other cases such “brand new parties” were being led by well-known 
UNITA dissidents.  
 
Six presidential candidates were qualified to run in both 2017 and 2022. Three of the 
parties had changed their candidates; most significantly UNITA, electing Adalberto Costa 
Júnior as its party president and candidate for national presidency – as we have seen 
after a highly controversial Constitutional Court intervention had tried to reject his 
candidacy.  
 
The contracting of the Spanish company INDRA as responsible for electoral logistics was 
also a subject of contention in both elections. In 2017, four opposition candidates signed 
a joint statement against the hiring of INDRA and SINFIC (a Portuguese company), 
alleging that they had been part of electoral fraud in two previous elections in violation 
of the law. The hiring of INDRA was also questioned, to no effect, in 2022.  
 
Unlike in 2017, Angolan citizens residing abroad obtained the right to vote in 2022. 
 
Also unlike the 2017 elections, in which the law granted the right to vote only to citizens 
who had a valid voter card, in 2022 a valid Angolan identity card was considered to be 
sufficient to vote.27 Since the identity cards of approximately 2 million deceased persons 
has not been annulled by the time of the elections, these might in principle be misused. 
 
It would have been important to assess the distribution of campaign resources between 
MPLA and UNITA/FPU. Unfortunately, the study did not succeed in carrying out the 
quite systematic observation that we had planned to do in this regard. The quite clear 
anecdotal impression, however, was that the incumbent party had an overwhelming 
advantage in terms of available campaign resources, to a large extent provided by the 
state apparatus and its control of public media.28    
 
 

8.2 Counting and tabulating the votes   
 
As a consequence of the 2021 revision of the legislation on elections (Law n.˚ 30/21), the 
entire tabulation of electoral results was moved from municipal and provincial 
departments to the national CNE centre in Luanda. As clearly demonstrated in practice 
(see later), this move reduced the transparency and the possibility of more adequate 
supervision of the electoral process; it increased the levels of centralized control by the 
ruling party and, concomitantly, reduced the levels of transparency, control mechanisms 
and inspection opportunity by the opposition. 
 

 
27 Law n.˚ 30/21, of 30 November, in its article 100 
28 The prominent independent Angolan journalist Carlos Rosado de Carvalho measured the distribution of 
air time in the various TV outlets of the public broadcaster TPA on two different days during the election 
campaign. On 2 July, there was 160 minutes coverage of MPLA, 0 on any of the opposition parties. On 30 
July, there was 101 minutes (96%) coverage of MPLA and 4 minutes (4%) dedicated to UNITA. (Rosado de 
Carvalho, as quoted in his Facebook) 
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Although the law does not make the publication of municipal results compulsory, there is 
no legal impediment to show the local results that might make a parallel count possible. 
Actually, in a conversation with a high-level MPLA cadre with special responsibility for 
the election process only three days before the elections, three members of this research 
team were assured that the intention was to make the local results publicly available. 
However, in the end, the CNE only published national and provincial results of the 2022 
elections.  
 
 

8.3 Official election results 
 
CNE’s official announcement of the election results came five days after the polling date 
and confirmed that MPLA would continue to rule the country, but with a quite dramatic 
fall in its majority margin: MPLA won 51.17% of the ballots against 43.95 percent for 
UNITA.29 Compared to previous elections, the fall in MPLA majority was nothing less 
than dramatic: the majority percentage fell from 82 in 2008, to 72 in 2012, to 61 in 
2017, and now to a very slim majority of 51%. Support to UNITA rose in a comparative 
way over the same 14 year-period, from 10 to 44 %.   

It is interesting to consider this evolution in strength between the two major historical 
opponents in a larger historical perspective. Hodges (2004:66) observed shortly after 
peace was achieved in 2002: “in any new electoral contest, the MPLA would be in a 
strong position to capitalize on the disarray in UNITA, which was widely discredited by 
its return to war after the election of 1992 and its failure to engage seriously in the post-
Lusaka peace process in 1994–98. Although there were attempts to restore unity within 
the fractured, demoralized party after Savimbi’s death and the end of the war, it is 
unlikely to pose a serious electoral threat to the MPLA in the foreseeable future”.  

Hodges’ forecast proved true for a considerable time, but UNITA has gradually proven 
its comeback capacity. 

Almost as dramatic as this change in strength between the two major parties, has been 
the officially registered drop in voter turnout, compared to the first post-war elections: 
from 87% in 2008, the turnout dropped to 63% in 2012, it rose to 76% in the first “post-
dos Santos” elections, and then fell to a meagre 45% in 2022.   
 
However, serious shortcomings with the electoral registry both in 2017 and in 2022 
makes it very difficult to compare the real electoral turnout for these two elections. In 
2017, about 25% of legally eligible voters (well over 3 million persons) did not turn up 
for the voluntary registration, thus losing the right to vote and leaving the registry very 
significantly reduced. In 2022, the situation was the opposite, since the authorities took 
the decision to consider all citizens above 18 years of age who held an identity card, as 
eligible voters. Among them, it was assumed that as much as 2 million were deceased 
before election day. From a 25% deflated voter registry in 2017, the 2022 registry was 
perhaps 15% inflated.   
 

 
29 https://resultados2022eleicoesgerais.cne.ao 

https://resultados2022eleicoesgerais.cne.ao/
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The reading of the abstention and turnout rate should take into account this 
discrepancy. We may roughly calculate the real turnout in 2017 to have been between 
55 and 60%, while in 2022 it may have been slightly above 50%. What this anyway 
indicates, is a constant and sharp reduction of voter turnout from the first post-war 
elections, now approaching as little as half the electorate. 
 
Table 1: Five elections in Angola 
 

Year Voter 
turnout 

MPLA % MPLA seats 
(out of 220) 

UNITA % UNITA  
(+ other 
opposition) 
seats 

1992 90% 49,5/53,7% 125 40%/34% 70 (+21)*** 

2008 87% 82% 191 10% 16 (+13)*** 

2012 63% 72% 175 19% 32 (+13)*** 

2017 76%* 61% 150 27% 51 (+19)*** 

2022 45%** 51% 124 44% 90 ( +6)*** 

*In reality, probably between 55 and 60% of the real electorate (ref. text) 
**In reality, probably slightly above 50% of the electorate (ref. text) 
***Figures in parenthesis represent the number of Non-UNITA opposition seats in the 
National Assembly (2022: non UNITA/FPU) 
 
The composition of the 220 seats in National Assembly, according to the official results, 
ended up as follows: 
 
MPLA 124 seats (67 from the national constituency plus 57 from provincial 
constituencies); UNITA/FPU 90 seats (57 + 33); PRS 2 seats (2+0); FNLA 2 seats (2+0); 
PHA 2 seats (2+0) 
 
The other parties, including CASA-CE which had obtained as much as 16 mandates in 
2017, were left without seats in the new Parliament.  
 
Angola has in practice become a two-party system, with the MPLA reduced – in terms of 
electoral support - from a hegemonic to a dominant party. With this result, MPLA lost its 
two thirds majority which is needed to modify the Constitution alone but kept its simple 
majority.  
 
Then we may look closer at the regional trends in the 2022 elections, by summarizing 
the change in provincial mandates from 2017 to 2022. 
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Table 2: Change in provincial dominance by MPLA from 2017 to 2022  

 

  Province Parliamentary mandates 

Stable absolute dominance  Cunene 5 

Stable relative dominance Cuando Cubango 4 

  Moxico 4 

  Namibe 4 

  Bié 3 

  Huambo 3 

  Lunda Sul 3 

Decreasing relative dominance  Cuanza Sul 4 (-1) 

  Huíla 4 (-1) 

  Bengo 3 (-1) 

  Benguela 3 (-1) 

  Cuanza Norte 3 (-2) 

  Lunda Norte 3 (-1) 

  Malanje 3 (-2) 

  Uíge 3 (-1) 

Non-dominance Luanda 2 (-1) 

  Zaire 2 (-1) 

  Cabinda 1 (-1) 

 

Source: Carlos Pacatolo (2023); forthcoming PhD thesis 

 

As can be seen from table 2, the MPLA maintained its absolute dominance (5 mandates) in 

Cunene province, only. This is the most rural province in Angola, with around 87% of the 

population in rural areas, where the traditional authorities have a great power of control and 

influence over the population. MPLA also retained relative dominance in the provinces of 

Cuando Cubango, Moxico, and Namibe with 4 mandates each, as well as the provinces of Bié, 

Huambo and Lunda Sul with 3 mandates each. 

 

However, the MPLA lost absolute majority in the provinces of Cuanza Sul and Huíla, now 

with ‘only’ 4 mandates, while in Cuanza Norte and Malanje it only obtained 3 mandates. The 

MPLA loss here is very interesting, since these provinces are considered to have been the 

cradle of the MPLA founders, and to a large extent supported by the Methodist Church 30(ref. 

 
30 Many of the early leaders of the clandestine groups that fought for national liberation against the 
colonial regime in Angola had their origin in United Methodist Church. The father of Agostinho Neto, 
Angola´s first president, was a Methodist pastor.   
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Cruz e Silva, 2017). The MPLA also lost mandates in the provinces of Bengo (-1), Benguela 

(-1), Lunda Norte (-1) and Uíge (-1), while retaining a relative dominance. 

 

The MPLA lost, for the first time, the majority in the capital Luanda (winning only 2 

mandates out of 5), north-western Zaire (which is bordering the DRC, also with 2 of 5) and 

repeated its loss of the oil-rich and conflict-ridden Cabinda province (obtained only 1 out of 5 

mandates). UNITA/FPU’s gains may seen as an illustration of the opposition’s strong 

command of urban voters: the rate of urbanization in the province of Luanda is 98%, in 

Cabinda 84%, and in Zaire 78%. This effect is strengthened by a higher degree of education. 

In the case of Cabinda, the struggle for autonomy has since long had a high political cost for 

MPLA. With Angola’s move towards a two-party system, it is UNITA that now stands to gain 

from this.  

 

Overall, with the exception of Cunene, bipartisan representation in provincial constituencies 

between the MPLA and UNITA has become the new norm.31  

 

The most obvious success for UNITA/FPA, and corresponding failure for MPLA, was the 

results in the capital, Luanda, where the official results showed a 62% majority for UNITA 

versus a stunningly low 34% for MPLA. Unofficial results showed that MPLA even lost in 

parts of the capital considered to be the major MPLA strongholds, for instance in the 

constituency where President Lourenço cast his vote.  

 

We claim that the regional composition of the 2022 election results, as presented above, throw 

to the ground the long-lasting discussion of the ‘ethnic vote’ in Angola (see e.g. Amundsen, 

2011). The general picture is that electoral preferences have been turned pretty much upside 

down. The trend is that the MPLA is consolidating its vote in the so-called ‘traditional support 

bases of UNITA’, while UNITA advanced to the ‘traditional bases’ of the MPLA, FNLA and 

PRS. Therefore, in order to understand this change in electoral geography, it will be necessary 

to include other identities in the discussion and, above all, short-term factors such as power 

exercise performance, cognitive awareness, in order to assume that young voters have 

different political motivations compared to their parents.  

 

The internal distribution of the 90 seats for UNITA/FPU demonstrates that UNITA kept the 

lion’s share of the opposition platform’s parliamentary representation: 72 seats (80%). PRA-

JA obtained thirteen seats (14.5%), Democratic Bloc (BD) five seats (5.5%). The FPU in total 

controls 41% of the seats in the National Assembly.  

  

 
31 See the 2022 ‘electoral map’: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Angolan_general_election#/media/File:2022_Angolan_general_election_r
esults_map.svg 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Angolan_general_election#/media/File:2022_Angolan_general_election_results_map.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Angolan_general_election#/media/File:2022_Angolan_general_election_results_map.svg
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9. Contested election results 
 

9.1 Opposition challenging the official count 
 

UNITA had announced prior to the elections that they would be capable of making a complete 

parallel count and in that way perhaps obliging CNE to reveal local results and holding the 

electoral commission accountable. The opposition parties were allowed to have observers 
at all the more than 13,000 polling stations, and UNITA/FPU claimed in advance to have 
the capacity of being present everywhere.32 They had legal access to witness the vote 
counting and posting of the result, and on that basis to carry out a full parallel tabulation 
of results.  
 
However, in the end UNITA/FPU failed to carry out the parallel count and was only able 
to present some scattered examples of cases where it claimed to have obtained more 
votes than presented by the CNE.  There may have been several reasons for this failure, 
including lack of financial resources to hire the necessary human and technological 
resources to do the actual count and coordinate effective and efficient communication.33 
UNITA also claimed that their delegates in many cases had been the victim of serious 
harassment, threats and even detention, thus complicating the parallel count.34 The 
opposition was consequently not in the capacity to expose any documented error in the 
results presented by CNE, and thus prove that electoral fraud had taken place.  
 
When UNITA published its own results questioning the official results shortly after 
election day, it only gave alternative figures for a few selected municipalities, claiming to 
have won a slim national majority of 49,5 vs 48,2%.35  
 
An official Declaration from UNITA on 29 August made clear that UNITA rejected the 
election results as publicized by CNE, appealing to the electoral management body “not 
to shy away from comparing the election protocols held by the parties”. This appeal was 
never complied with. The complaint presented to the Constitutional Court, the only 
appeal institution regarding election results, was also turned down. 

UNITA’s presidential candidate Adalberto Costa Juniór is convinced that he was the real 
winner of the 2022 elections: «There is no doubt, neither in Angola nor outside, that 
UNITA won the elections. No international institution has any doubt that UNITA won the 
elections (…) All diplomats know privately that this is true.” And he added: “We have 
proofs than we won.”36 The “poofs” are supposedly the 90% of the election protocols 

 
32 Interview with UNITA’s Secretary General Paulo Lucamba (“Gato”) in Luanda, 16.03.22. The presidential 
candidate Costa Juniór claimed in a later interview that UNITA had more than 200,000 persons “involved” in 
the polling stations (interview with Ecos de Henda, 23.01.23: https://www.ecosdohenda.info/2023/01/23/a-
unita-teve-mais-votos-nas-eleicoes-de-agosto-e-vamos-continuar-a-demonstrar-a-evidencia-que-o-tribunal-
constitucional-nao-aceitou-ver-adalberto-costa-junior/ 
33 UNITA was offered professional assistance to put such resources in place but could not come up with the 
necessary funding for it. 
34 Ref. previously quoted interview with Costa Juniór. 
35 According to presidential candidate Costa Juniór’s declarations to the public Portuguese television, RTP, on 
28 August 
36 Adalberto Costa Juniór, interview with Rádio Essencial 20.12.22: 

https://www.radioessencial.co.ao/?mibextid=Zxz2cZ 

https://www.ecosdohenda.info/2023/01/23/a-unita-teve-mais-votos-nas-eleicoes-de-agosto-e-vamos-continuar-a-demonstrar-a-evidencia-que-o-tribunal-constitucional-nao-aceitou-ver-adalberto-costa-junior/
https://www.ecosdohenda.info/2023/01/23/a-unita-teve-mais-votos-nas-eleicoes-de-agosto-e-vamos-continuar-a-demonstrar-a-evidencia-que-o-tribunal-constitucional-nao-aceitou-ver-adalberto-costa-junior/
https://www.ecosdohenda.info/2023/01/23/a-unita-teve-mais-votos-nas-eleicoes-de-agosto-e-vamos-continuar-a-demonstrar-a-evidencia-que-o-tribunal-constitucional-nao-aceitou-ver-adalberto-costa-junior/
https://www.radioessencial.co.ao/?mibextid=Zxz2cZ
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(“actas”) from all polling stations, that UNITA claims to have had in their possession, and 
submitted to the Constitutional Court with the demand that CNE should compare them 
to the protocols on the basis of which the official calculation was made. The CNE claimed 
the copies submitted by UNITA to be false, and refused to make the comparison, a 
decision supported by the Constitutional Court. 

The big question is why UNITA did not go public with a consolidated national result 
based on the 90% of the protocols they claim to possess and invited an independent 
national or international group to make the count37. Many observers found UNITA/FPU 
to have revealed a quite unprofessional performance in communicating and exposing 
what it claimed to have been fraudulent official results. Some observers even speculated 
whether UNITA leaders feared violent unrest and repression in case serious election 
fraud had been documented.  Anyway, the fact of the matter is that UNITA’s claim to 
have “won” and to have “proof” for it, remains unsubstantiated.  
  
Mudei is a non-partisan Civic Movement constituted with the purpose of organizing civic 
voter education. After the elections, Mudei collected summary minutes from all over the 
country to carry out a parallel count of votes on its own, based on the work of voluntary 
citizens. However, Mudei did not have the structure to count all the protocols in a timely 
manner. It counted a total of 430,000 valid votes, compared to the approximately 6,3 
million valid votes counted by the CNE.  On that basis, MUDEI concluded that the 
presidential election had ended with a technical draw: 48% for each of the two leading 
candidates – although with a tiny majority of popular votes for the UNITA candidate – 
and a 115 parliamentary majority for the MPLA versus 101 for UNITA.38  
 
The Bloco Democrático was particularly harsh in its criticism of the elections, claiming that 

there in reality had been a majority for democratic alternation (Alternância), but that a 

fraudulent process and the rejection of legal appeal to the CNE and to the Constitutional Court 

had undermined the true result. With reference to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

and the Constitution of Angola, “all forms of struggle; for parliamentary action and for civil 

resistance (represent) a legitimate remedy in case of oppression”, it was claimed.39  

 

A coalition of civil society organizations rejected the official results, considering that the 
entire electoral process took place “in a climate of constant irregularities, without the 
necessary transparency, justice and integrity that could have guaranteed the necessary 
national and international credibility of the elections”.40 Groups from civil society also 
appealed for an open confrontation in the streets. 
 
UNITA/FPU did not follow the calls for more open street protest. In the days following 
the elections and the announcement of the MPLA victory, the Angolan cities became 
virtually militarized, with widespread detention and harassment of demonstrators. 
UNITA defended its relative passivity in this situation by claiming that it was necessary 
in order to avoid a blood bath in the streets. 

 
37 As late as five months after the elections, Costa Juniór still claims, now with 94% of the local election 
protocols allegedly in their possession: “Over time, we will present evidence that the reality of the elections in 
Angola was different from what was announced” (previously quoted interview, 23.01.23). 
38 https://www.mudei.jikuangola.org/mudei/pagin/home 
39 Comunicado da Comissão Política do Bloco Democrático, Luanda 15.09.22 
40 30 August Declaration by «as multiples Associações cívicas representativas da sociedade angolana” 

https://www.mudei.jikuangola.org/mudei/pagin/home
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9.2 Election observation findings  
 
There were several election observation missions in Angola during the final phase of the 
campaign, the election day and the immediate aftermath.  
 
The access of domestic civil society observers was significantly restricted in 2022 
compared to 2017. The Angolan Journalist Union (SJA) issued a declaration explicitly 
saying that the elections “had flaws” that made them "neither fair nor transparent", 
referring particularly to “serious flaws” in the behaviour of the media. Their declaration 
also referred to the criticism raised by international observers about the composition 
and functioning of the CNE.41 The Angolan Bar Association (Ordem dos Advogados) came 
to similar conclusions. 
 
The Community of Portuguese Language Countries (CPLP), issued its verdict already two 
days after election day, even before results had been presented. The CPLP observation 
mission was composed i.a. of representatives of the national assemblies of the member 
countries. The CPLP declaration concluded that “the participation of citizens in the 
electoral act was ensured, through the free exercise of the right to vote, respecting the 
dignity of electoral suffrage and in accordance with democratic principles”.42 
 
The observation mission of the African Union was considerably more critical and did not 
conclude with the “free and fair” stamp of approval that has been given for previous 
Angolan elections. Note was taken of “some limitations on the right of access to information 

and the freedom of press” and media coverage of the campaign. The limitation of the number 

of national observers was claimed to be in violation of international principles (SADC and 

other institutions). Concerns were also expressed about the impartiality of the CNE that could 

“potentially undermine(s) the principle of independence in election management”. Problems 

with voter registration were also noted.43  

 

The SADC observers qualified the Angolan CNE to be in non-compliance of the law, and 
lacking transparency. One example was the partial announcement of election results on 
election night (with 30% counted), without indicating the origin of the votes and the 
distribution of elected candidates by province, as provided by law.44  
 
The United States had no observation mission in Angola. The US State Department 
simply “congratulated the Angolans for their ample participation in the elections with 
the hope that the results “reflect the voice of all Angolans”.45  
 
The European Union had intended to field a comprehensive long-term observation 
delegation, an effort that had failed on previous election occasions in Angola. This time 
around, there was a serious attempt through the political dialogue process “Joint Way 

 
41 Novo Jornal, 31.08.22 
42 Statement dated Luanda 26.08.22 
43 AU Preliminary Statement, dated Luanda 26.08.22: https://reliefweb.int/attachments/a8bb39e8-e75b-4858-
84fe-8e74fc2cc74d/final-aueom-preliminary-statement-for-24-aug-2022-general-elections-in-angola.pdf 
44 https://www.sadcpf.org/index.php/en/media-release/press-release/592-preliminary-mission-report-by-the-
sadc-parliamentary-forum-election-observation-mission-to-the-2022-angola-general-elections-by-honourable-
adv-jacob-francis-nzwidamilimo-mudenda-head-of-mission-and-speaker-of-parliament-of-zimbabwe 
45 VOA Português, 26.08.22 

https://reliefweb.int/attachments/a8bb39e8-e75b-4858-84fe-8e74fc2cc74d/final-aueom-preliminary-statement-for-24-aug-2022-general-elections-in-angola.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/attachments/a8bb39e8-e75b-4858-84fe-8e74fc2cc74d/final-aueom-preliminary-statement-for-24-aug-2022-general-elections-in-angola.pdf
https://www.sadcpf.org/index.php/en/media-release/press-release/592-preliminary-mission-report-by-the-sadc-parliamentary-forum-election-observation-mission-to-the-2022-angola-general-elections-by-honourable-adv-jacob-francis-nzwidamilimo-mudenda-head-of-mission-and-speaker-of-parliament-of-zimbabwe
https://www.sadcpf.org/index.php/en/media-release/press-release/592-preliminary-mission-report-by-the-sadc-parliamentary-forum-election-observation-mission-to-the-2022-angola-general-elections-by-honourable-adv-jacob-francis-nzwidamilimo-mudenda-head-of-mission-and-speaker-of-parliament-of-zimbabwe
https://www.sadcpf.org/index.php/en/media-release/press-release/592-preliminary-mission-report-by-the-sadc-parliamentary-forum-election-observation-mission-to-the-2022-angola-general-elections-by-honourable-adv-jacob-francis-nzwidamilimo-mudenda-head-of-mission-and-speaker-of-parliament-of-zimbabwe
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Forward” to finally make it possible to carry out observation on the basis of the quite 
rigorous criteria applied by the EU. However, the attempt failed, as perceived by the EU 
due to resistance from the Angolan side to allow the necessary conditions and to provide 
the required invitation in time to prepare this kind of observation. Consequently, the EU 
simply sent two election experts to monitor the process, without the status of observers, 
and these experts issued no public declaration.46 However, the Diplomatic Service of the 
European Union did issue a brief and quite blunt statement on the elections, saying the 
EU “is aware of the complaints by the opposition and civil society on some shortcomings 
in the electoral process and invites stakeholders to use all legal remedies to address the 
concerns”, also urging the election authorities “to make every possible effort to respond 
to them in a fair and transparent manner” through an “open, constructive and inclusive 
dialogue”.47    
 
The high-profile ex-Member of the European Parliament Ana Gomes, a member of the 
Portuguese Socialist Party and a familiar critical voice on the political situation in 
Angola, made a quite harsh assessment of the lack of a “true election observation in 
Angola”. “I would not call them election observers. To be generous, I could call them 
‘election day observers’. In reality, election observers ‘observe’ the entire process, from 
voter registration to the evolution of the campaign and how the media are used. And 
they observe the vote counting, this is crucial. This is for instance what an EU election 
observation mission does. When the EU mission approach was refused by the Luanda 
authorities various months ago, I personally understood that there was no interest in 
transparency nor credibility of these elections.” The proof that election results have 
been manipulated, Ana Gomes claims, is that detailed results per locality and 
municipality have not been made public.48  
 
 

9.3 Court cases and post-election struggle 
 

The official announcement of the election results was met by formal protests by UNITA, 
first to the CNE and later to the Constitutional Court. Unsurprisingly, all appeals were 
rejected (Judgments 769/22; 1017/22). The presiding judge of the Constitutional Court, 
Dr Laurinda Cardoso, was a member of the MPLA politburo at the time of her 
appointment. The great novelty was marked by two declarations of dissenting vote by 
one of the judges of the Constitutional Court, Dr Josefa Webba. She argued that the Court 
had stepped out of its mandate and in fact taken a political decision when rejecting the 
complaint, without complying with the legal procedures and avoid public presentation 
of the election protocols from each polling station. 
 
Once the formal deadlines had expired, the Constitutional Court validated the official 
results, allowing the CNE to publish them in the official Gazette of the Republic. This was 
followed by the inauguration of the elected President, with the absence of the 
UNITA/FPU leaders, including the main presidential candidate of the opposition.  
 

 
46 Information about the EU-Angola negotiations about election observation was obtained from internal EU 
sources. 
47 European Union External Action, 29.08.22: https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/angola-statement-
spokesperson-general-elections_en 
48 DW Português, interview by Mario Joao Pinto, 30.08.22 

https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/angola-statement-spokesperson-general-elections_en
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/angola-statement-spokesperson-general-elections_en
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UNITA/FPU was confronted with a dilemma when deciding to occupy their seats as 
parliamentary opposition. Just as in 2017, there was considerable opposition from civil 
society and youth groups against “making peace with the MPLA”. UNITA was urged not 
to take its seats in Parliament, and rather demand new elections to take place (referring 
to what recently had happened in Kenya).49  
 
Taking seats in Parliament would of course imply an acceptance of elections they 
claimed to have been manipulated by the incumbent. In the end, the elected deputies 
from the opposition parties finally chose to take office. Failing to do so would have 
implied, according to the revision of the 2010 Constitution, that they would be excluded 
as candidates in the next general elections (article 145, paragraph 1, paragraph b). The 
consideration gaining support within UNITA/FPU was apparently that their record-high 
parliamentary presence after all would be the best basis for checking the government. 
The generous economic benefits for the members of the national assembly may also 
have been difficult to give up. 
 
In order to establish an agreement about political co-existence on the basis of the new 
correlation of forces, the opposition candidate asked for a meeting with the re-elected 
President. The meeting did never take place. 
 
In the act of constituting the chair of the National Assembly, UNITA claimed the position 
as the second vice-president of the Parliament, as a fair recognition of the electoral 
results. After first obtaining this as part of a gentleman's agreement, the MPLA backed 
down and claimed the two first vice-presidencies, leaving UNITA only with the third. 
This conflict, being referred by UNITA to the Constitutional Court, found an amicable 
agreement five months after the elections, when MPLA accepted to leave the second vice 
presidency in Parliament to UNITA.50  
 
While this latter concession has been taken as a small positive sign, the new legislature 
may be marked by more acts of protest and abandonment by UNITA, postponing the 
necessary concertation for strategic issues that require a qualified majority of votes to 
be approved. Having lost its two third majority, the MPLA is now obliged to seek 
consensus with the opposition of several important issues. 
 

  

 
49 Ref. previously quoted 30 August Declaration by «as multiples Assiciacoes cívicas representativas da 
sociedade angolana” 
50 https://www.voaportugues.com/a/mpla-concorda-em-dar-vice-presidência-do-parlamento-à-
unita/6932076.html 

https://www.voaportugues.com/a/mpla-concorda-em-dar-vice-presidência-do-parlamento-à-unita/6932076.html
https://www.voaportugues.com/a/mpla-concorda-em-dar-vice-presidência-do-parlamento-à-unita/6932076.html
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10. Conclusions 
 
With this study, we have intended to assess the democratic character of the 2022 
electoral process in Angola. The three questions we have intended to examine, are 
whether the elections may get the “free and fair” stamp, whether we have seen many 
examples of election rigging, and whether they may be said to represents a step away 
from authoritarian rule and a neo-patrimonial political culture, toward more democratic 
and transparent electoral governance. Some of the issues discussed under each of these 
questions are evidently overlapping.  
 
 

Free and fair elections? 
 
This is the ordinary litmus test of democratic elections: did the elections occur in an 
environment conducive to the free exercise of full participatory rights, and was the 
conduct of the elections fair?  
 
With reference to the Elklit and Svensson checklist (ref. Annex 1), we have found the 
major shortcomings in this regard to be as follows: 
 
On freedom, the incumbent used the election campaign to spread considerable and 
generally speaking illusory fear about violent behaviour by the opposition, and also 
about possible violence – or at least loss of the country’s social peace – if the opposition 
would come to power. There were also attempts to create impediments for the main 
opposition candidate to be authorised as such. Furthermore, the opposition was also 
deprived of effective opportunities for legal complaint about the result.      
 
The most serious weaknesses, however, had to do with the fairness of the electoral 
process, the absence of a level playing field. The election system quite obviously granted 
privileges to the incumbent. The election commission (CNE) was not fully independent 
nor impartial; there was no equal access to publicly controlled media; and there were 
several cases of misuse of government facilities for campaign purposes (e.g. transport to 
campaign rallies). Most serious of all was the opaque counting procedure; the way 
election results were announced; and the impartial treatment of election complaints.  
 
There was no full election observation of the 2022 elections, which normally has the 
question of whether elections were “free and fair” as their main concern. Among 
observation reports presented after the elections, only one (CPLP) came close to give a 
stamp of approval. Both regional election observers (from AU and SADC) and national 
observers (Journalist Union, Bar Association, and particularly local civil society 
organisations) pointed out several deficiencies as compared to international norms and 
principles. In its general statement, the EU was also very critical.  
 
On balance, it is therefore impossible to characterise the 2022 elections in Angola as 
“free and fair”, and for the re-elected President and government party to claim 
democratic legitimacy based on these elections.  
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Cases of fraudulence and/or election rigging 
 
When going through the list of potential election-rigging methods elaborated by Klaas 
and Cheeseman (2018 – also presented in Annex 1), we may highlight the most 
conspicuous examples claimed to have occurred in the 2022 Angola elections:  
 
Pre-election rigging 

• Non-disclosure of voter registry, and failure to ‘clean’ the registry of more than 2 
million deceased persons (as confirmed by the CNE) 

• Attempt to disqualify, on ‘technical’ grounds, the main opposition candidate from 
standing  

• Complicating the establishment of electoral coalitions, by virtually obliging the FPU 
partners to run under name of UNITA rather than as a ‘coligação eleitoral’. 

 

Manipulate the voters 

• Biased media coverage; fake news, disinformation campaigns, and smear campaigns 
against the opposition: Most independent observers agreed that the campaign 
coverage of the public media, controlled by the State and the incumbent party, was 
highly flawed (ref. observation reports by Angolan Journalist Union, African Union 
etc.) 

 
Manipulate tabulation and reporting 

• Make independent election observation difficult, by deliberately obstructing the EU 
from fielding full observation delegation, restricting number of CSO observers   

• Failure to publish local results (only centralised counting), thereby making effective 
parallel counting and comparison of voter protocols difficult or impossible 

• Ensure that the only appeal court for election results, (Tribunal Constitucional), is 
loyal to the incumbent and unwilling to make fair judgement on complaints  

 
Vote buying 

• Promise and inaugurate grand state development and construction projects in 
strategic constituencies, as very frequently done by incumbent candidate during 
campaign  

• Spend government money on ruling party and incumbent’s campaigns (including 
transport, accommodation, motorcycle caravans, etc.): a very frequent occurrence in 
the 2022 elections 

 
Violence  

• Accuse the opposition of causing violence: there were several cases of this, one 
prominent case in Zaire province, given a highly biased coverage in public media. 
The characterization of CSOs and churches as ‘lumpen elements’ when criticising 
government, is another similar example 

• Claim that victory of opposition would lead to political instability: also repeated 
during campaign 
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We will then turn to the three key questions about the quality of democratic 
participation demonstrated in the elections, based on Booth and Seligson (op.cit). 
 
 

Range of political participation 
 
The first question was about the effect of the elections on the range of political 
participation, meant as participation beyond the limited act of casting the vote. Has the 
electoral process stimulated a general political activism in the country? 
 
There is little doubt that the electoral process brought about general political interest in 
a large segment of the population, although our observations are mostly from urban 
coastal areas. The main parties, and particularly the two main presidential candidates, 
held rallies in all provincial capitals, and in some cases – but not very often – beyond 
those major cities. Whereas the incumbent rallies to a large extent profited from 
mobilization and transport provided by public institutions, the opposition had to 
mobilize more spontaneously. It is easy to understand, therefore, that the MPLA election 
meetings in general drew larger crowds, but perhaps with less personal conviction.  
 
It would seem that both major parties depended heavily on their central party apparatus 
for the election mobilization, supported by their provincial secretariats. Real local 
campaigns, mobilizing party members beyond quite passive participation, did not occur. 
 
Several civil society organizations joined the common electoral campaign MUDEI, which 
combined cartoon-based civic education and weekly opinion polls with alternative vote 
counting.    
 
Both public and social media of course gave ample space to electoral coverage.  
 
The bottom line is that the election process did mobilize considerable political activity, 
but mostly from the main national actors. The centralized political structure in Angola 
represents a serious barrier to popular political participation.  
 
 

Breadth of political participation 
 
The breadth of participation is a question of the ratio of the citizenry participating in 
political activity through the election campaign. 
 
Again, given the highly centralized way of organizing politics in Angola, citizen 
participation in party politics is mostly limited to attendance at mass rallies, apart from 
observation through mass media and/or social media. Ordinary party members had no 
role in the preparation of the election manifests / programs or in the nomination of 
candidates.  
 
The most obvious indicator of this aspect is the voter turnout, which, as we have shown, 
has fallen quite dramatically since the first post-war elections. What this illustrates, is 
that disillusionment and disinterest in the most basic form of political participation 
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seems to have grown sharply, along with the switch of votes from the incumbent to the 
major opposition party.    
 
Even though Angola has a system of provincial representation, with lists of provincial 
candidates in addition to the national list, practically no specific provincial, let alone 
local, election campaign, focusing of concrete sub-national issues, took place. Provincial 
candidates were largely unknown to the voters since all attention was focused on the 
presidential candidates. Once elected, the general perception is also that provincial 
candidates do very little to keep in touch with their respective constituencies or to 
emphasize their regional interests as members of the National Assembly. This might 
have been quite different with the introduction of local elections and autonomous 
municipal governments (autarquias).  
 
 

Depth of political participation 
 
The third dimension in this approach is the depth of participation. This can be cast as a 
question about whether the voters have had a real choice between two significantly 
different political programmes. In other words: did the opposition alliance and 
presidential candidate have a trustworthy alternative programme compared to the 
incumbent, so that the electorate could expect a triumph for the opposition to lead to a 
significantly different government policy?  
 
As we have shown in Chapter 7, we can to a large extent confirm that this has been the 
case in the 2022 Angolan elections. The message about mudança went further than what 
is often the case in comparable elections, that voters are fed up with the incumbent 
leaders and wish to see new faces. Change in this case was about a different political 
system. Whether a change of majority in reality would have led to a more pluralistic 
system, is another question. But that’s at least what the voters could see as an 
opportunity, with a very important qualification: did they really have confidence in the 
incumbent’s willingness to accept defeat?       
 
Ideologically speaking, and in terms of economic policies, it is difficult to put the two 
main alternatives very far apart on a left-right dimension. UNITA was largely seen by 
urban middle classes as more of a vehicle for change. For ordinary Angolan voters, the 
most important has probably been that UNITA / FPU challenged MPLA on basic 
democratic and rule-of-law issues.  
 
It is a common aspect in many African elections – and this has also historically been the 
case in Angola – that voting to a large extent follows ethnic loyalties and divisions.  It is 
very interesting to note that this dimension has almost disappeared in Angola’s 2022 
elections, turning upside down the relationship between MPLA and UNITA regional 
strongholds. MPLA has gone from dominance in the capital and the more urban part of 
the country to control the deep rural vote, whereas UNITA has gone the opposite way, 
now showing its major strength in the capital and the major urban areas. It is interesting 
to note a very similar trend in the recent elections in Africa’s most populous country: 
Nigeria.  
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Progress towards democracy?  
 
The Angolan general elections of 2017 and 2022 can be considered as the elections of 
unfulfilled expectations. In 2017, expectations were caused by the fact that, after 38 
years, the country registered for the first time an MPLA presidential candidate other 
than José Eduardo dos Santos, who governed Angola for 38 years (1979 – 2017). When 
he stepped down, it was as one of the longest-serving presidents in Africa. The new 
MPLA candidate, João Lourenço, adopted as one of his main election promises “the fight 
against corruption”, creating some expectation for the end of – or at least for the 
significant reduction of – this evil. In 2022, the opposition expressed serious hope for a 
possible alternation in power, due to the wear and tear and rejection of the MPLA 
government, as well as the entry into the electoral race of the new President of UNITA, 
Adalberto Costa Júnior, and his partners of the United Patriotic Front (FPU). However, 
the results that attributed a majority to the MPLA and a renewed mandate for President 
Lourenço – obviously came as a deep disappointment to many voters. 
 
There is a paradox when we compare the two main contenders in the 2022 elections. 
The MPLA was the liberation movement that progressive and centre-left forces around 
the world had supported in the struggle against US imperialism and the South African 
apartheid regime, whereas the opposition alliance with UNITA as its internal force had 
been de-legitimised due to its support from CIA and apartheid South Africa. Gradually, 
UNITA evolved as an increasingly serious challenger. Due to the general perception of 
the MPLA as dominated by a corrupt and oil-rich oligarchy, keeping full control of what 
in practice has been a one-party state, UNITA presented itself to the elections with a 
claim to defend the rule of law and promote basic democratic reforms. Many of those 
who voted for the UNITA/FPA in 2022 without having a historical link to UNITA, saw the 
new opposition alliance as a vehicle for change in that direction. The better educated 
and more conscious voters may have chosen UNITA/FPU in order to “liberate” 
themselves from their traditional support to the MPLA. For people with a leftist 
background, such “liberation” has at times been difficult to go through, tending to show 
some kind of third world solidarity towards the MPLA because of its historical anti-
imperialist role.51  
 
The 2022 elections represented the most contested elections and the most thorough 
challenge of the political power in Angola since 1992. They were also more scrutinized 
by citizens, civil society organizations, and the competing political forces. The opposition 
failed completely, however, in their intended objective of obliging the CNE to display 
complete election results, making it virtually impossible to document fraud.  
 
Official results handed a narrow absolute majority to the MPLA. The 2022 elections 
reinforced a post-war trend of a gradually decreasing difference between the two major 
parties, and with the opposition winning overwhelmingly in the capital Luanda. This 
reflects a general African trend, with urban youth challenging the incumbent’s 
patrimonial and clientelist control of the countryside. Without access to control the 

 
51 See for instance Gilbert Achcar, SOAS, forthcoming 2023: “The New Cold War: The United States, Russia 
and China from Kosovo to Ukraine”, arguing that parts of the western left got lost in an old and one-sided 
anti-imperialist rhetoric where Soviet and later Russian imperialism and anti-western regimes in general 
were excused as a counterweight to western imperialism, thus ignoring and tolerating their human rights 
violations. 
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tabulation of results and a quite wide suspicion that the real figures had been 
manipulated, there are serious questions about the correctness of these election results. 
Anyway, Angola has in practice become a two-party system, with the MPLA reduced – in 
terms of electoral support – from a hegemonic to a dominant party.  
 
Mudança, change, was the catchword of the opposition’s campaign, but also to a large 
extent echoed by the incumbent. There is little doubt that the Angolan electorate, and 
particularly the youth, is yearning for quite dramatic transformations of the country’s 
polity and policies, as well as the socio-economic conditions. The election was very much 
about the credibility of the parties and their presidential candidates: whom would be 
able to deliver the desired change, with necessary effectivity.  
 
So, in summary, did these elections contribute to take Angola any steps away from 
authoritarian rule and a neo-patrimonial political culture and towards liberal 
democracy? 
 
The most positive pro-democratic aspect of the 2022 Angolan elections, as we have 
assessed it here, is that voters had a real political choice when they cast their votes on 
24 August 2022. There was a general atmosphere in Angola in the weeks and even 
months leading up to the elections, that they implied a crucial decision regarding the 
country’s future. The frustration was therefore widespread among those who voted for 
the opposition when they had to realise that the results might have been manipulated.  
 
It was also a bad sign that half of the voters abstained – for many perhaps precisely 
because they had no trust in the incumbent party’s willingness to give up power. There 
may also have been doubts about UNITA/FPU’s capacity to bring substantial change. The 
perception of rigging was widespread, substantiated by the complete lack of 
transparency in the vote counting and in the announcement of results.  
 
In our view, an additional negative factor was that the officially declared winner showed 
no willingness in the aftermath of the elections to search for compromise and consensus 
in a new situation of political co-habitation. The opposition has so far reported no signs 
that their significantly strengthened presence in the National Assembly has provided 
any willingness by the majority party, let alone the Executive, to change their attitudes 
towards dialogue, consensus-seeking and power-sharing.  
 
 

Further change in correlation of political forces?  
 
It is probably true that, although there is a general belief both domestically and 
internationally that the 2022 elections were tempered with in some way or the other, 
they have become more credible and acceptable by the sheer fact that they were so tight. 
This may have reduced the internal appetite to boycott the National Assembly, and also 
the international willingness to question the legitimacy of the elections. The MPLA 
remains dominant but is no longer hegemonic. It is still in control, but the control is 
contested, by a much larger and more capable opposition in parliament and by civil 
society. Part of the frustration and disillusionment among those who voted for change 
may perhaps once more be tempered by a hope that electoral turnover next time 
around, in 2027, is not inconceivable.  
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But there are arguments for the contrary hypothesis: that the MPLA will remain in 
power indefinitely. The international reality today is MPLA-supportive, starting with the 
ex-colonial power Portugal which always has played an important role in their ex-
colony.  Both the Portuguese government and the private sector are notoriously pro-
MPLA. This was illustrated by the Portuguese electoral observers that were part of the 
CPLP delegation, who concluded positively about the elections even before the electoral 
process had concluded. But even other countries assumingly very concerned about 
human rights and democratic principles, like the UK and the US, are in dire need of 
developing third world support in the context of the Ukraine war. This is particularly the 
case with countries – as in Southern Africa including Angola – where the traditional elite 
is perceived as historically standing close to Russia. It is therefore also to be expected 
that the US is treading very carefully to avoid asking too many questions about domestic 
governance in Angola. The EU countries are in need of oil and gas. Lourenço is playing 
the game with the international financial institutions. A serious critique of the quality of 
the elections and MPLA governance is in this situation not likely to occur. 

Then there are the domestic arguments. Some optimistic observers emphasize the 
increase in UNITA’s vote performance and strengthened position in Parliament, reaching 
quasi-parity with the MPLA. This may create expectations that transparent elections 
may take place next time, enabling UNITA or a coalition of opposition forces to displace 
the MPLA government. They see an upward trajectory of the opposition, becoming more 
professional and better financed, attracting more middle-class cadres etc.  

However, the hypothesis that the MPLA is in a process of unavoidable decline may be 
wrong. As long as they are in control of the state, they can handle the situation. Lourenço 
having been so seriously weakened by the poor election performance, is clearly a 
liability, but one that can probably be disposed of. 

The optimistic hypothesis also runs counter to what has happened in for instance 
Mozambique or Zimbabwe, where the opposition many years ago did remarkably well 
before it peaked and then collapsed, losing important leadership personalities and 
dissolving as a serious challenger to the former hegemonic party. So, a further 
consolidation of the opposition is by no means an obvious scenario.  

The 2022 elections have also been a warning to the MPLA with all its contradictions, 
perhaps obliging it to consolidate its menu of authoritarian options through cooptation 
as well as repression. The near-loss at the ballot boxes was a serious wake-up call, which 
may have prepared the incumbent for using whatever it takes for an authoritarian 
regime to stay in power also through the next elections.  

The most important reason why one may be sceptical about Angola’s maturation as a 
political system on a path of transition to genuine political pluralism via electoral 
turnover, is a question whether we can really conceive of the MPLA being prepared to 
lose elections and being off-loaded from power. This is more speculation than analysis, 
and currently it is hard to imagine. Judging from conversations with MPLA cadres 
shortly before the August elections, we found some differences among them. Some were 
“1992-style” willing to use violence to stay in power, while others were arguing for a 
shrewder way of “stealing the elections”. With one quite prominent exception, we did 
not hear any senior MPLA cadres saying that “if we lose the elections we just go home”. 
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It is difficult to know whether even this exception represented a serious commitment to 
democratic principles. 

So, it is hard to see the 2022 elections as a station on the way toward real political 
pluralism in Angola. A title in the prestigious magazine The Economist summing up the 
elections was seen by many as an aptly chosen conclusion: “The Winner Lost”.    
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Annex 1: Checklist for election assessment  
 

From Elklit & Svensson (1997), Table 1  
Dimension  
Time Period  “f_r_e_e_” _ “F_a_i_r_” _ 
Before polling day  Freedom of movement  

Freedom of speech (for can-

didates, the media, voters, and 

others)  
Freedom of assembly  

Freedom of association  

Freedom from fear in connection 

with the election and the 

electoral campaign  
Absence of impediments to 

standing for election (for both 

political parties and independent 

candidates)  
Equal and universal suffrage  

A transparent electoral process 

an election act and an electoral 

system that grant no special 

privileges to any political party 

or social group  
Absence of impediments to 

inclusion in the electoral register  
Establishment of an independent 

and impartial election 

commission  
Impartial treatment of 

candidates by the police, the 

army, and the courts of law  
Equal opportunities for political 

parties and independent 

candidates to stand for election  
Impartial voter-education 

programs  
An orderly election campaign 

(observance of a code of 

conduct)  
Equal access to publicly 

controlled media  
Impartial allotment of public 

funds to political parties (if 

relevant)  
No misuse of government 

facilities for campaign purposes  
On polling day  Opportunity to participle in the 

election  

Access to all polling stations for 

representatives if the political 

parties, accredited local and 

international election observers, 

and the media  

Secrecy of intimidation of voters  

Effective design of ballot papers  

Proper ballot boxes  

Impartial assistance to voters (is 

necessary)  

Proper counting procedures  

Proper treatment of void ballot 

paper  

Proper precautionary measures 

when transporting election 

material,  

Impartial protection of polling 

stations  
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After poling day  Legal possibilities of complaint  Official and expeditious 

announcement of election results  

Impartial treatment of any 

election complaints  

Impartial reports on the election 

results by the media  

Acceptance of the election 

results by everyone involved  
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Annex 2: How to rig an election 
 

From Klaas and Cheeseman (2018) 
 
Pre-election rigging 

• Increase the number of signatures required to register a political party 

• Increase the fee for registering a party 

• Shorten the deadline for registering a party or candidacy 

• Make requirements for in person registration of candidacy  

• Disqualify candidates ‘improperly’ elected by their parties 

• Disqualify, on ‘technical’ grounds, certain candidates and parties from standing 
(requirements on double nationality, residence over certain number of years, born in the 
country, etc.) 

• Present candidates and parties (allied to the ruling party) with the same or almost the 
same name and/or abbreviation as the opposition, to create confusion and split the 
opposition vote 

• Change the electoral register to bar certain constituencies from voting (for instance 
make it impossible to vote from abroad) 

• Garrymandering – change the electoral district boundaries to maximise partisan gains. 
Often very effective to require fewer voters behind each elected member of parliament 
in rural districts when the opposition is strong in urban districts. 

• End direct presidential elections and let the biggest party in parliament choose the 
president (very effective when president and ruling party is about to lose absolute 
majority but remain the biggest). 

• Make bans or restrictions on electoral coalitions (divide and rule) 

• Move voting boots around, place them in sites that are difficult to access, limit voting 
time etc. in constituencies where the opposition is strong 

• Make it harder to acquire ID cards and voter cards in districts where the opposition is 
strong 

 

Manipulate the voters 

• Fake news, disinformation campaigns, and smear campaigns against the opposition 

• Make it difficult for the opposition to hold meetings and rallies 

• Make it difficult for the opposition to access media, restrict their media time 
 

Manipulate tabulation and reporting 

• Ensure the electoral management body (commission) is stuffed with loyalists 

• Stuff ballot boxes before, under, or after the poll, add fake ballot boxes 

• Alter the paper ballots cast before counting 

• Make independent election observation difficult – ban local and international 
observation teams 

• Ensure no local results are published locally – bring ballots in for centralised counting 

• Manipulate the results before announcing 

• Ensure the courts are loyal that may hear cases of malpractice  
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Vote buying 

• Cash handouts to voters in specific locations 

• Cash and benefits to loyal local religious and traditional leaders  

• Inaugurate grand state development and construction projects in strategic 
constituencies 

• Spend government money on ruling party and incumbent’s campaigns (including 
transport, accommodation, security, catering etc. provided by state agencies, army and 
police) 

• Secure donations from state-owned companies to support the ruling party 

• Co-opt opposition parties and leaders (‘buy’ them to support the incumbent) 
 

Violence (last resort) 

• Create a culture of fear 

• Eliminate opposition leaders 

• Intimidate voters from voting for the opposition 

• Physically restrict voters from voting for the opposition 

• Create violent chaos to buy time to manipulate results 
 
 

. The research team has been following this process 
closely, interviewing key actors, observing election-related activities on close hold. Due to the sensitive nature 
of the process – e.g. regarding the internal process of composing the UNITA/FPU lists (Chapter 5), we have 
been restrictive to give names of interviewees.  
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